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Why Computer Simulations Need
Rhetorical Intervention

Yale University philosopher Nick Bostrom thinks that it is highly likely that
we are currently living in a computer simulation. According to his paper
published in Philosophical Quarterly, logic dictates that we are living in one.
He uses philosophical assumptions such as substrate-independence and the
indifference principle to reach the following conclusion: If it’s true that we’re
heading toward a post-human age run by computer simulations, then there is
no reason why we are not living in such a simulation right now. “Unless we
are now living in a simulation, our descendants will almost certainly never
run an ancestor-simulation” (Bostrom 11).
Bostrom’s thesis caused quite a stir in the media and the discipline. It
made news in the lifestyle sections of the New Scientist, the Sunday Telegraph, the Village Voice, and the Times Higher Education Supplement, to
name a few. It also fueled a heated debate and discussion with fellow philosophers. George Mason University’s Robin Hanson proposed that we could
live as hedonists if everything is simulated. Cambridge University’s John
Barrow argued that the simulation in which we likely live explains why we
might see drifts in laws of nature over time. Others say it is more likely that
nature will wipe humankind out before any generation can actually produce
such believable simulations. Therefore, we are living in an original age, not a
copy (Brooks).
Whether or not we can ever know for sure, the curiosity bespeaks theorists’ fascination with computer simulations’ alleged capacity to dupe unsuspecting bystanders into believing that a replica is the real thing. In particular,
rhetorical and critical theories often use simulation as a trope to help explain
how postmodern communication works. However, computer simulations
don’t just exist in theory. They exist in truth for our examination. Contempo1
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rary scientists often use computer simulations when their research question is
too complex (e.g., has too many factors, requires too much iteration, or
involves too many calculations) to play out with any degree of accuracy
otherwise. Current theories gloss over actual applications of computer simulation.
However, for many reasons, it is necessary to understand actual computer
simulations as rhetorical acts and products. First, the field of computational
science could benefit from practical analysis. Computational science is a
relatively new but very pervasive scientific discipline ripe for a rhetorical
intervention. Understanding the rhetorical components of computer simulations can actually help the discipline answer its two most important, lingering
questions: what is computational knowledge and how do we achieve it?
Furthermore, rhetoric can lay the groundwork for more careful criticism
of simulations at play in mundane and major cultural and political events.
Experts count on simulations for everything from daily weather forecasts to
complex investigations surrounding Hurricane Katrina and the Columbia
Shuttle accident. This rhetorical analysis can help us unpack what happened.
Later in the book, for example, I will discuss how eliminations (i.e., simplified rescue plans based on a simulation that predicted Hurricane Katrina)
might have (at best) misguided officials or (at worst) demonstrated how
government officials did not take the weather projections seriously. Simulation is an emerging and prevalent type of composition worth investigating. If
simulation continues to inform national policy and other important cultural
events, then we must develop the tools to unpack their meaning and expose
their suppositional underpinnings.
Therefore, the purpose of this book is to examine actual simulations and
their byproducts in order to better understand how they operate and achieve
meaning. This book will extend the growing body of work about computer
simulations in technical communication studies and the rhetoric of science.
Essentially, it will follow two main research trails: (1) How do simulations
operate (if not by deception)? Upon what type of reasoning do they hinge?
(2) What role does rhetoric play in the construction of computer simulations
and their distribution throughout the scientific community?
DEFINITION OF SIMULATIONS: BOTH PRODUCT AND PROCESS
Scientists define computer simulations as products of high-level mathematical equations. Sherman and Craig define them as mathematical models or
sets of equations that “describe the possible actions that can take place in the
virtual world” (404). Computer simulations create a more complex scenario
than sheer paper-and-pencil mathematical equations can because they can
handle more involved calculations. The term “simulation” also refers to ani-
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mations and other illustrations produced by the complex computations
(Gould, Tobochnik, and Christian 4). Computer simulations churn out long
strings of numbers, to which programmers then assign computer graphical
components (such as color and pixel position) in order to generate a visual
representation of the data. Computer scientists run multiple variables through
the models that they create. Each time they do, they create new sets of data.
Each new set translates into different-looking visual components, thereby
creating a different picture, be it a frame of an animation or a peak of a line
chart. Scientists consider these illustrations another part of the simulation, in
addition to the computational model.
Although many scholars call simulations “models,” technically speaking,
simulations go a step further than mere models. As Morgan and Morrison
describe it, simulations capture a model’s behaviors (29). While scientists
use numerical models to help establish parameters of a simulation, the models in and of themselves represent static features. Simulations, on the other
hand, put models through numerous conditions, variables and states. They
put models into motion. Models map closely to an actual object, but they
differ by scale. Furthermore, simulations have forth-telling and foretelling
capacity. Theories define possible states of an object of study, and models
confirm or contest portions of those mathematical theories. In contrast, simulations represent actual phenomena by presenting multiple states and the
interworking of several theories and models (Winsberg “Simulations, Models, and Theories,” S449). Simulations might start with abstract theories and
models, but they aim to show something actual (Winsberg “Simulations,
Models, and Theories,” S449). Since the actual object is the goal, a simulation scientist cannot solely depend on mathematical principles to construct
the simulation; he or she might do so when building a model or theory.
Simulations are a bridge between two worlds: speculation and calculation,
theory and experimentation. Simulations aren’t mere theory because, per
Winsberg, “theories do not have by themselves the power necessary to represent real, local states of affairs” (“Simulated Experiments,” 119). By definition, theories preclude representing local and actual events. Theories and
models abstract data; simulations apply it.
However, even the most accurate simulation uses a finite scale that cannot
replicate nature, which operates on an infinite scale. Casti describes three
realms: (1) the real world of observations, (2) the mathematical world of
theorems, and (3) the computational world (203). He explains that computations are twice removed from the real world. First, they are translated into
mathematical expressions, then into binary ones. Mathematical theories need
not end, since numbers extend into infinity. Computational numbers can only
extend as far as the hardware’s memory and software’s programming can
handle. In technical terms, mathematics produces partial differential equations, and computers produce finite difference equations.
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Programmers base simulation software on theories and laws from hard
sciences. Whether or not scientific laws themselves are rhetorical, computers
cannot handle those scientific laws as words or purely mathematical equations (Bokeno; McGuire and Melia). Once scientists translate partial differential equations into finite difference equations, they must input data and
manipulate software to create a simulation to answer their particular research
question. Of course, the simulation does some writing of its own. Computer
programs contain main routines that manipulate sub-routines to generate the
data. Sub-routines process input. How (and which) sub-routines activate depends upon what values the input generates. In essence, sub-routines interpret information from the main routine and from each other.
However, simulations also involve a degree of manipulating input on the
part of the programmer, too. Unlike mathematical models, simulations require a little ingenuity on the programmer’s part. Models replicate theories as
closely as possible (Winsberg “Simulations, Models, and Theories,” S445).
Since theories have close mathematical counterparts, models can often closely follow mathematical logic. However, simulations often require their own
internal logic, too. They include ad hoc reasoning: making assumptions,
substitutions, and following hunches. In a personal interview with me, astrophysicist Anthony Mezzacappa calls this reasoning scientific intuition, or a
“human value system that comes in” to judge whether a simulation parameter
is unnatural; subjective elements such as “naturalness and beauty and symmetry make good, albeit subjective, guides.” Philosopher Eric Winsberg, on
the other hand, calls this ad hoc component of the simulation processes
“fudging” insofar as simulation scientists have to assume that whatever they
omit from their models only has a negligible effect, and whatever elements
they add to the model compensate for whatever they neglected or overlooked
(Winsberg “Simulation and the Philosophy of Science,” 10). These decisions
have rhetorical underpinnings, particularly when it comes to reporting simulations to peers in the scientific community. Chapters 4 and 5 of this book
will describe the “fudging” in rhetorical terms; the assumptions that comprise
the “fudging” actually correspond to rhetorical figures that simulation scientists use to justify their decision making. In this way, mastering rhetoric can
help programmers justify and fine-tune their reasoning. Rhetoric can help
uncover assumptions implicit in ad hoc modeling.
Simulations are sometimes called computer experiments because, much
like conventional lab work, they test hypotheses about physical systems.
However, simulations stand apart from physical experiments because a set of
established (and almost universal) methods regulate the latter. Philosopher
Karl Popper explained that scientific theories must be falsifiable. He argued
that scientists must construct theories in such a way that others in the community can re-run, and possibly disprove, the findings. Otherwise, the community cannot verify facts. Scientific knowledge, then, advances by falsify-
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ing misconceptions rather than verifying facts. Popper’s rule still applies to
simulation science; however, unlike traditional science where researchers
have their observations to enlist as they go about testing the falsehood of a
finding, simulation scientists may not have that luxury. In some cases, simulations are often predictive, so the actual event they represent hasn't happened yet. In other cases, they represent events from the very distant past or
remote location, both of which preclude direct observation. Simulation scientists must falsify future hunches or hypotheses about what will happen, rather
than what phenomenon is happening now or did happen in the past. In this
way, simulation scientists must judge not the present truth but the potential
truth of simulated data or findings. According to Winsberg, simulations “often yield sanctioned and reliable new knowledge of systems even when nothing like the stringent conditions [of traditional experiments] . . . are in place”
(“Simulated Experiments,” 116). Experimenters practice longstanding scientific methodology. Simulation scientists, on the other hand, have (relatively
speaking) only just begun reifying their computational procedures. Computational processes still involve the scientific method—namely, making hypotheses that scientists test and discuss. However, centuries of scientific experimentation have proffered a shorthand and protocol that decades of scientific
computation have yet to standardize.
In addition, unlike experiments wherein scientists calibrate instruments
and physical samples, simulation scientists must test computations for their
accuracy (Gould, Tobochnik, and Christian 5). When a problem arises in a
lab experiment, scientists look to correct instruments. In simulation, scientists and programmers correct code. Computer simulations not only suffer
from human error, but also from typical programming or coding errors. There
are three types (Woolfson and Pert 31–32):
programming errors caused when the computer incorrectly compiles the
code and the parsing yields a logical but nonetheless incorrect output;
numerical errors caused by round-off mistakes the computer makes because it can only handle large-but-still-finite number of values; and
modeling errors caused by parsing a problem in such a way that it yields
an incomplete representation of the phenomena in question.

For the most part, these methods treat errors as a function of the syntax and
semantics of the code. The “fix” involves checking the code’s accuracy by
mathematical standards.
However, the ad hoc nature of simulations opens up additional sources of
error beyond computational or mathematical ones. A simulation scientist
commits eliminative errors when he or she neglects to include a certain
significant feature of a system (Winsberg “Simulation and the Philosophy of
Science,” 29). A simulation scientist makes ad hoc creative errors when he or
she adds artificial elements that improperly substitute for eliminated ones
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(Winsberg “Simulation and the Philosophy of Science,” 30). He or she
makes an error of symmetry when he or she uses an incompatible substitute
to replace an eliminated feature or to compensate for other inadequacies in
the computational representation of the theories. For example, if his or her
computer will only allow creating a limited-sized spatial grid on which to
build the simulation (Winsberg “Simulation and the Philosophy of Science,”
30). Symmetrical errors occur whenever scientists model the physical systems as either spherical, axi- or non-symmetrical (Mezzacappa, personal
interview). A system’s symmetry describes its shape and pattern. Scientists
assume that spherically symmetrical systems behave the same and have the
same components throughout the entire system. No matter which corner of
the system you observe, you can assume that every other inch of it behaves
the same way. These systems translate into one-dimensional computational
models. Scientists presume that axi-symmetrical systems have two sides that
behave the same. For the sake of analysis, scientists measure the system
along an axis that divides the similar sides down the middle. These systems
require two-dimensional simulations. Non-symmetrical systems contain dissimilar component parts. They require simulations mapped onto at least three
dimensions. The fewer dimensions, the more reduction and simplification of
the system’s features, and the less sophisticated the representation (Winsberg
“Simulation and the Philosophy of Science,” 31). Finally, a simulation scientist can also perpetrate errors when he or she sets the parameters of the
simulation. For example, he or she must set contrived increments and initial
values that serve as constants as the simulation progresses from time step to
time step. Setting improper initial conditions could yield contrived or particular results (Winsberg “Simulation and the Philosophy of Science,” 32).
How is it, then, that simulation scientists validate these conceptual errors?
A simulation scientist calibrates his or her program with other simulations,
analysis or experiments. He or she can run multiple, independent iterations
with randomized seed data. “If the two different implementations yield identical results, then it is unlikely that they each contain the same errors producing the same results” (Winsberg “Simulation and the Philosophy of Science,”
32). Winsberg also recommends running other simulations—that is, without
ad hoc components or with different symmetries—to check for error and
discrepancies. Simulation scientists also analyze their simulations by tweaking the duration of time steps and hypothesizing what results the simulations
should yield. Winsberg stresses that empirical data (from telescopic observations and lab work) also improve simulations. Regardless what methods he or
she uses, a simulation scientist can expect only so much from his or her
results. “[O]nce a simulation study has been subjected to epistemic scrutiny,
often the best we can hope for is that some general qualitative features of the
results will remain sanctionable” (Winsberg “Simulation and the Philosophy
of Science,” 39). This book posits another method check: simulation scien-
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tists might also consider reexamining rhetorical strategies and assumptions
underpinning simulation architecture.
Thus far, theorists have concerned themselves primarily with epistemological nature of simulations (Winsberg 2010; Peterson 2012). They examine
how simulations produce knowledge differently than traditional experiments,
models and theories. In this book, I will extend these efforts. I will show how
simulation scientists use particular rhetorical strategies to make and report ad
hoc and other simulation choices. Winsberg alludes to such a connection:
“[I]t is also extremely helpful to have a good understanding of where the
model comes from and why it might work” (“Simulation and the Philosophy
of Science,” 35). For example, he continues, astrophysicists had to include a
mystery value (∝) to represent an anomalous viscosity in their simulations
of accretion disks in order to produce numbers that jived with observations
and laboratory data. Unfortunately, the value ∝ did not have a known physical counterpart or explanation, and they added it “even though they knew that
true, molecular viscosity could not possibly be a factor in these highly rarified systems” (Winsberg “Simulation and the Philosophy of Science,” 35).
Later analytical studies revealed that turbulence caused the ∝ viscosity. The
revelation allowed researchers to come up with an equation for ∝. In this
case, the simulation scientist had to add an incorrect element in order to
preserve the integrity and internal logic of the simulated model and to construct as authentic and accurate a representation as possible. Once the model
proved itself useful in yielding accurate predictions, the “falsehood” of the
incorrect element ceased to matter, and, in fact, became essential for generating reliable information about the natural system that the model was supposed to explain (Winsberg “Simulation and the Philosophy of Science,” 36).
Whereas Winsberg has mathematical or analytical knowledge in mind when
he describes the truth or falsehood (the accuracy or inaccuracy) of the data, I
argue that rhetorical understanding is equally important in evaluating the
quality of simulations.
CHAPTER PREVIEWS
The rest of this book will perform rhetorical analyses to illustrate the importance of rhetoric in constructing a simulation’s meaning. Chapter 2 introduces the idea of studying simulations as rhetorical arguments. It uses the
case of a simulation of a complex protein to explain how the steps involved
in creating simulations hinge upon rhetorical decision making. It describes
how simulations derive their meaning from deliberation and negotiation of
facts, from relationships between texts, and from situations in which they are
written and distributed.
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Chapter 3 explains what kind of evidence simulations produce. It compares computer simulations to other strategies common to the scientific
imagination. The chapter introduces another case—a simulation of bumblebee flight—to distinguish simulations from paradox, thought experiments
and metaphors. In terms of inventing scientific ideas, simulations work differently from these three modes. Chapter 3 also introduces and defines virtual evidence.
Chapters 4 and 5 use rhetorical analysis (rather than philosophical or
computational analyses) to explain how simulations are meaningful. These
two chapters examine the case of a supernova simulation to illustrate the
social context that shapes how scientists settle on the meaning of the simulation. Both chapters examine texts surrounding the case of one particular
simulation of a supernova. They analyze documentation surrounding the simulation (such as the published manuscript about it, comments embedded in
the code that created it, articles that cite it, and coverage of it in the public)
using textual and rhetorical analysis to expose the social and discursive processes and practices involved in creating simulations and constructing
knowledge from virtual evidence.
Chapter 6 discusses two recent cases of simulations in current events: (1)
reports of the simulations predicting climate change and (2) training exercises based upon a simulation that predicted damage to the Gulf Coast caused
by a hurricane of Katrina-like proportions. Ultimately, the chapter discusses
the rhetorical dynamics underpinning reception of these simulations, and it
shows how politics and complexity of arguments underpinning the simulations affect how simulated evidence is perceived and cast by the general
public and stakeholders in these high-profile, highly-charged, and highlycontentious social matters.
The conclusion summarizes my analysis and teases out further implications for future work. It recaps how simulations are virtual evidence that
reflects relational meaning. It gestures towards identifying generic characteristics of computational scientific articles. It draws conclusions about how the
findings of the rhetorical analysis pertain to epistemologies of science and
gaming studies. Finally, it suggests further directions for studying the rhetorical dimensions of computational science.
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The Rhetorical Situation
of Simulations

Rhetoric factors in both products and processes of simulations. Rhetorical
methods also allow us to examine the circumstances and influences surrounding and impacting both the process and product. Rather than search for
meaning in the text itself, rhetoricians locate meaning within the rhetorical
situation, where authorial, audience, and social influences come into play.
Lloyd Bitzer introduced a dominant rhetorical theory for handling meaning: the rhetorical situation. Bitzer defines the rhetorical situation as a “complex of persons, events, objects, and relations presenting an actual or potential exigence which can be completely or partially removed if discourse,
introduced into the situation, can so constrain human decision or action as to
bring about the significant modification of the exigence” (5). Bitzer claims
three components comprise the rhetorical situation: an exigence, audience,
and constraints (6–7). According to Bitzer, exigence exists in the world. An
exigence provides the impetus to say or write something. If nothing happened, no one would have anything to say or debate. The audience and
constraints, on the other hand, dictate how to say it. Audiences have expectations about different occasions, and occasions themselves dictate certain
styles and approaches. Not every occasion, for example, calls for humor.
Bitzer envisions a rhetorical universe wherein components have clear distinctions and roles.
Other scholars have assimilated Bitzer’s terms, but disagreed with his
conclusions. The major revisions of the rhetorical triangle place the brunt of
rhetorical agency on different components of the rhetorical situation. Richard
Vatz, for example, disagrees with Bitzer’s definition of exigence. Bitzer
implies that it exists outside of the text and dictates what to expect from it,
but Vatz contends that the writer creates it (158). Judith Jamieson believes
9
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texts create constraints themselves. Writers abide by generic rules, and audiences rely on them to shape their expectations and decipher the text (Jamieson 163 and 165). Barbara Biesecker uses deconstruction to complicate notions of audience. “Difference obliges us to read rhetorical discourses as
processes entailing the discursive production of audiences” (Biesecker 126).
That texts communicate both what they exclude and include makes it unfitting if not impossible to pinpoint a concrete intended or invoked audience.
Despite the differences among these theorists, they share a core commonality. All of them treat the components of the rhetorical situation similarly—
namely, as antagonistic points on what James Kinneavy called the rhetorical
triangle. Kinneavy coined the term, which triangulates the rhetorical situation
between an encoder, decoder and reality itself. Kinneavy envisioned these
components at three opposite points, the text constrained between them. This
model implies that the distance and tension between the three constitute and
bridle the text. The rhetorical triangle and situation have a lot in common.
The rhetorical triangle describes rhetorical dynamics in terms of audiences,
contexts and rhetors, which correspond to Bitzer’s terms for the situation.
(Audiences decode, writers or coders consider generic constraints, and multiple exigences comprise reality.) The triangle incorporates audience responses
and reactions, so it surpasses referential or ideational theories of meaning,
wherein an author’s ideas and word choice determine meaning. It also integrates context (exigence, the world) into describing meaning. I will use terms
from the rhetorical situation and triangle to unpack the rhetorical context of
computer simulations in science.
CASE STUDY: SIMULATING A COMPLEX PROTEIN
Let’s introduce a specific case—a sample simulation from organic chemistry—as an example. Organic chemist Brent Iverson uses simulations in research and pedagogy. He uses them to teach college freshmen and sophomores basic chemical reactions essential to understanding organic chemistry,
such as the claisen reaction, which occurs when the enolate ion of the methyl
acetate molecule reacts with another such molecule. Iverson’s claisen reaction simulation depicts the very moment when the carbon atom of the molecule in question interacts with the other. When they collide in the animation
generated by the simulation, the molecule shakes quickly. Iverson didn’t
solicit the shake from the program. That response was generated by HyperChem, a molecular graphics program for creating graphics and animation. It
has both a basic graphic user interface (GUI) interface and scripts that allow
users to build and render 3-D visuals and animations of molecular structures.
The simulation demonstrates details that traditional illustrations such as
figures and static displays (see figure 2.1) cannot convey. In a personal
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interview with me, Iverson remembered learning the claisen reaction in his
undergraduate education. He recalled knowing two things about it: (1) When
they performed it in lab, upon combining the necessary chemicals, the flask
would heat up, and (2) the professor called that an exothermic reaction. A
confusing illustration accompanied Iverson’s lab experience (figure 2.1). He
recalled never making the connection between the figure and the sensory
data. Static displays cannot adequately express kinetic phenomena such as
energy flowing through a system during a collision. The animation captures
the motion of molecules; motion represents energy and heat.
However, what the simulation shows (the features of the reaction or the
energy distributed during the claisen reaction) has its own imprecise features,
too. In a lab, it takes millions of collisions before the molecular exchange and
the heat cause the claisen reaction (Iverson). The simulation shows one fateful impact. In addition, the software calculations do not factor in inescapable
parameters like solvents (in which the molecules float). Rather, the simulation calculates what happens in a vacuum. Therefore, the numbers generated
by the computer to create this simulation are highly suspect compared to
those from lab experiments. Moreover, the actual data outputs—such as collision rates—are not meaningful in the lab because of the lack of actual
parameters. No lab recreation of this very same reaction can duplicate what
the computer animation shows. Figure 2.2 shows a still image from the
claisen reaction animation.

Figure 2.1. Illustration of the Claisen Reaction. Used by permission of Brent
Iverson.
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In simulations such as the claisen reaction, multiple stakeholders share
rhetorical agency. Therefore, it does not suffice to say that one or the other
stakeholder group in the rhetorical situation takes precedence. Who wrote the
simulation? Iverson input the data, but the programmers pre-set constraints
for the animations. Further, they based the program on theories written by
hundreds of scientists and mathematicians. Eliminate any one of the above
and the simulation could not exist. What exigence does the simulation embody? It isn’t quite the actual claisen reaction, but it bears closer resemblance
than any prior illustration, and it is obviously an effective pedagogical aid.
Further, if simulations embody nothing more than a virtual representation of
the reaction, then what kind of understanding does the audience have of the
actual reaction? Who is the audience, for that matter? The class of sopho-

Figure 2.2. Animation of the Claisen Reaction. Used by permission of Brent
Iverson.
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mores learning organic chemistry? Or the sub-routines who search out the
main routines of the program for data to execute data—the same ones that
generate new algorithms from core equations per each new data set?
Iverson’s numbers do not convey the claisen reaction, because he has to
use inaccurate data for an illustrative animation. The program merely awaits
data from users, and sub-routines await data from the main routines. Both are
based upon years of research and equations in the field. In this case, HyperChem relies upon years of theory in organic chemistry. The undergraduates
see and use the simulation to remember the reaction for tests, but what they
see is not actually what they have performed in lab. There is something
different about simulations. To limit them to traditional notions of audience,
author, and exigence belies their layered and nuanced nature. The text reads,
writes, and constrains the meaning as much as the users do. Subtract any of
these components and the rhetorical situation is not the same. Because no one
agent monopolizes rhetorical agency, boiling meaning down to linguistic
markers—that is, connotations, social or otherwise—does not suffice. From
what does the claisen reaction derive its meaning? From the actual reaction
that the simulation does not, in fact, represent to a tee? Or does it derive
meaning from the years of scientific equations underpinning the software?
Does the animation gain meaning from how Iverson describes it in class or
how students understand and use it? Since it is the case that the animation
neglects many of the actual components of claisen reaction, do students
derive a partial or counterfeit understanding of the reaction from the simulation?
Biesecker attributes so much agency to the text itself, she comes closest to
characterizing the rhetorical situation of simulations; somehow they can
create audience and exigence. Without a doubt, considering simulations for
their rhetorical merit reveals just how multi-layered the situation is. However, Biesecker’s model underplays the role that belief has in rhetorical exchange. According to Biesecker (borrowing from Derrida), différance is the
operative function that propels communication and interpretation and, thereby, rhetoric. Différance makes it possible to understand signs and symbols.
Communication amounts to a struggle to represent the object or what Biesecker calls the “‘originating’ moment” that ultimately is “covered over, or
finessed into a unity by writing and speaking. . . . [T]here is invariably a
moment in the text ‘which harbors the unbalancing of the equation’” (117,
120, and 121). Texts struggle to hold together and keep a unity of terms that
exist only by virtue of their opposite. However, to suggest that rhetoric
primarily exposes struggle only characterizes one side of the coin.
Communication and interpretation—the core of rhetoric—also enlist consensus and validity. Consider H. P. Grice’s maxims of conversation, for
example. Grice found that in everyday conversation, communicants rely on
one another to abide by cooperative principles of relevance, quality, quantity
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and manner. Grice’s maxims assume that the speaker will try to give only
enough of what is necessary and useful in order to understand his or her
point. These maxims also apply in discourse communities wherein scholars
mean to add to a communal body of knowledge. A sense of truth plays as
primary a role in interpretation as différance. Bernard Williams makes this
point while explaining human language at its core. He describes how language is wired in such a way that, in order to learn it from a very early age,
one must assume that utterances are spoken in the context and for the purposes of sharing truth (4). Lies and slippages certainly happen, and negotiating the gray area between truth and falsehood is the stuff of adulthood that
separates mature from novice rhetors. However, as Grice’s maxims suggest
that communication, cooperativeness, clarity, and honesty are the basis of
successful and ethical communication. Certainly, the process of rhetoric teeters between doubt and assent. In a classroom setting, students—fledgling
scholars that they are—will fluctuate between trusting what they hear and
questioning it. However, another important aim of rhetoric is some measure
of the agreement or understanding that Williams and Grice describe here.
The best rhetoric—the most effective—will acknowledge and account for the
teetering and différance that theorist suggest are at the core of human communication, and it will strive for the consensus that Williams suggests.
Scientists certainly collaborate toward a shared sense of meaning along
these lines. Harold Brown discusses the process of scientific judgment,
whereby scientists “gather information, apply whatever rules are available,
weigh alternatives and arrive at a judgment . . . discuss our judgment with our
peers and reevaluate that judgment on the basis of their recommendations
and critiques” (226). Even as the scientific community finds and confirms
natural laws, they do so vis-á-vis a process of consensus-building and deliberation. Simulations incorporate peer input at every stage. The information
gathered comes from the immediate team manipulating the software. Teams
of scientists weigh their options and confer with one another as they make
simulations. They also opt to publish findings and let their community of
peers reevaluate simulations. Consensus between interlocutors is as important as différance to their messages and meaning. Indeed, différance provides
impetus for rhetorical analysis, but so does a desire for consensus.
In summary, focusing on one or the other point on the rhetorical triangle—sliding from a text-centric focus to an exigence-privileging focus or
audience-privileging focus—yields an analysis far too simplistic to account
for complex processes such as simulations. In the case of the claisen reaction,
the final product (the animation, for example) belies the simulation process
that produced it (e.g., that the text itself both reads and writes, that the writer
must often disregard reality in order to produce a successful simulation, and
so on). Furthermore, single-focused accounts of the rhetorical situation often
yield limited theories of meaning. Theories that privilege one or the other
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point of the rhetorical situation often neglect the fact that meaning involves
all of those stakes. For example, empirical studies of computer program
comprehension and style often ask computer scientists to read and recreate
complex lines of code. By doing so, they imply that readers and/or writers
inscribe the meaning of the code, a primarily linguistic—or, at least, syntactic—definition of meaning, rather than a rhetorical one.
RELATIONAL MEANING OF SIMULATIONS
The most important contribution that a rhetorical analysis of computer simulations affords is that it helps render a relational meaning of simulations
wherein “language acts principally to make relationships conspicuous”
(Cherwitz and Hikins, Communication and Knowledge, B1). Rather than
simply “point out things in the world,” language “creates awareness of relations and their terms” or the “relational conditions among extra-linguistic
phenomena” (Cherwitz and Hikins, Communication and Knowledge, 81).
Cherwitz and Hikins define rhetoric as “processes of discovery” through
“differentiating, associating, preserving, evaluating and viewing in perspective, we discover the world we live in” (Communication and Knowledge,
110–111). Meaning is created through texts, contexts, cultural clashes or
states, and people’s ideas. Extra-linguistic phenomena are lived experiences
that inform how people make and interpret meaning, but aren’t necessarily
made explicit in published drafts or other final products. Thus far, studies
into the meaning of computer programs limit themselves to the text of program code. Prior research only partially addresses social, rhetorical and other
influences, if at all. Rhetorical theories tend to question how other factors—
audience, peers, social constraints, and history, to name a few—contribute in
making meaning. Therefore, rhetoric can potentially produce a more integrated analysis, one that goes beyond the text itself. In the case of computer
simulations, the text and language amount to several components: the code
and comments that generate data, and the visuals produced by the computations.
Rhetorical analyses of computer simulations require us to look beyond
this text itself and incorporate external factors (such as the decision making
that goes into designing and interpreting the simulation program) that influence how simulations are created, used, and perceived. External factors include social factors that influence how people think. Social influences help
comprise individuals’ perspectives. Ferdinand de Saussure explains how language—with its abstractions and symbolic nature—has the ultimate purpose
of communicating what we perceive are realities. We rely on communities
and consensus to judge the reality of an object (Saussure 15 and 113). The
ideas in an individual’s head—and his or her estimation of those ideas—have
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social value. Even a personal word choice, for example, is not exclusively
personal. Rhetors base their decisions on the social value of that word and
what it means to those who will hear it. Furthermore, social circumstances
themselves enable meaning. Lester Faigley stresses that composition theory
must make connections between discourse and social, material, institutional,
and cultural structures, particularly when examining writing in non-academic, workplace settings. Faigley recommends a social perspective in research,
in which meanings emerge from “relationships to previous texts and the
present context” (235). Likewise, simulations call upon prior studies and
theories and hypothetical or future eventualities.
Documents—such as articles, animations and other final products—do
not contain meaning; they point to its processes, experiences, and stakes. If it
is true that language reveals relationships, and relationships enable meaning,
then the language does not contain meaning, but rather chronicles it. Meaning is indicative of relationships; it isn’t just in the words we use or messages
we form, but also our negotiations between other stakeholders. Simulation
code “means” or points to relationships between scientific theories, programming languages, past understanding of a phenomena, and expectations about
something new (i.e., what we think is happening now, but won’t know for
sure until other evidence surfaces and forever validates the simulation). Later
chapters in this book will analyze a cluster of texts, all of which chronicle
some component of the meaning of a simulation. Further, the book will show
how simulations also mean social dynamics; they reveal programmers’ desires to distinguish themselves from others, for example. Even the simulation
code “means” or averages several genres—both mathematical language and
narrative comments and citations.
Relational meaning resembles social constructivist notions of meaning
insofar as both weigh cultural context heavily in meaning-making. Ludwig
Fleck helped define social constructivist thinking when he argued that facts
are not absolute, but rather a form of resistance to arbitrariness. “In the field
of cognition, the signal of resistance opposing free, arbitrary thinking is
called a fact” (94 and 101). Then, theorists like David Bloor and Bruno
Latour extended this way of thinking. Bloor advanced the Strong Programme
of the sociology of scientific knowledge, which asserted that social dynamics
influence all scientific theories, no matter their truth-value. Latour, in turn,
helped inspire actor-network theory, which does not differentiate between
human and non-human agents in the process of meaning inscription or “all
the types of transformations through which an entity becomes materialized
into a sign, an archive, a document, a piece of paper, a trace” (“Pandora’s
Hope,” 306). Social constructivist and relational theories of meaning both
acknowledge that words derive meaning insofar as they point to lived experiences, relationships, and associations.
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While both social constructivist and relational theories foreground the
social context and activities that comprise meaning-in-the-making, social
constructivism has received criticism from Alan Sokal and other postmodern
cultural critics. Sokal voices the sharpest objection; he warns that many
social constructivists confuse representations of nature for nature itself. Per
Sokal, social influences cannot completely explain the difference between
truth and falsehood. Sokal infamously published an article riddled with falsehoods in an academic journal as a means of testing the academic rigor of the
peer review process. However, critics overstated the lesson learned from his
hoax; many suggested that it demonstrates how scientific facts are true merely by the fact of the scientific community accepting them. Sokal bristled
when social constructivists implied that scientific deliberations and the scientific community manufacture laws and truths about the external world via
consensus-building. I agree that theories of meaning must not reduce external
realities into subjective abstractions.
I will say, however, that social constructivist notions of meaning have
yielded some helpful methods for unpacking the multifold dynamics that
conspire to make meaning. Recently, Stephen Witte has theorized a constructivist semiotic that neither “depend[s] upon print-linguistic formulations of
writing nor approaches that insist on maintaining the ‘language before/during
thought’ assumption,” but, instead, assumes a “‘both-and’ position” (289).
Witte bases his semiotics on Charles Saunders Peirce’s triad semiotics: “a
sign, its object, and its interpretant, this tri-relative influence not being in any
way resolvable into actions between pairs” (“Pragmatism,” Essential Peirce,
2: 411). According to Peirce, action and objects in the world bear upon how
we understand signs. Therefore, semiotics cannot exclude world phenomena
in and of themselves, nor can it reduce phenomena to mere figments of the
viewer’s imagination or interpretation.
Peirce envisioned semiotics differently than Saussure, whose semiotics
involved two components: the signifier and the signified. Witte enumerates
multiple reasons why Peirce’s semiotics is better than Sassure’s, but I find
one particular distinction most important: Peirce’s model factors in action
and influences that exist in the world in which we live. (For this reason,
philosopher Richard Rorty and others have called Peirce a realist.) I believe
that Peirce’s model embodies the spirit of Faigley’s and others’ calls for
revisions of textual analysis methods. Rather than examine how individuals
understand and depict their thoughts about the world, textual analysis can
open foci to expose and see how the world (objects and actions therein)
influences the thoughts and ideas that we write, and vice versa. For example,
in the case of the claisen reaction, when comparing the static model and the
simulated animation of the claisen reaction, the animation had more explanatory power to help understand how the actual reaction works. Peirce’s notion
of linguistic meaning aligns with Cherwitz and Hikins idea of “extra-linguis-
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tic” relationships and experiences that comprise meaning. A parent who
brings a shopping list to a grocery store calls upon several other texts and
reference points that serve as substantiations of his or her lived experience.
The list represents ingredients from recipes he or she wants to cook, family
preferences for certain dishes or goals for healthier diets, good conversations
and good company that he or she anticipates experiencing if he or she
chooses the best tasting components, and so forth (Witte 264–265). The
customer’s past interactions with recipes and the grocery store, his or her
present concerns about satisfying the family, and his or her expectations
about future meals all informed how he or she made, used, and interpreted
the list. In this case, “extra-linguistic phenomena” such as the relationship
between the shopper and his or her family and friends, knowledge of eating
habits and preferences, and desire to create pleasant dining experiences in the
future all mattered to how the shopper read the list. The list itself—comprised of nouns, phrases and scribbles—only partially suggests such connections.
Likewise, I want to reinforce neither extreme. I want to promote neither
absolutism nor constructivism, neither positivism nor relativism. Consequently, I’ll call upon the term, relational meaning, to underscore that rhetoric is a means of using language for describing reality as a “vast multiplicity
of relationships that . . . reveal themselves not in their totality, but by disclosing limited aspects or circumscribed dimensions” (Cherwitz and Hikins “Irreducible Dualism,” 239). Relational meaning retains a sense of realism, or,
at least, a resistance to equating the world with our perception of it. The
conclusion of this book will discuss what data from my analysis of actual
simulations can lend the debate still waging between those who see scientific
knowledge as mostly social construction (such as Latour, and Gross) and
those who say it is as much a product of natural realities as cultural circumstances (such as Sokal, and Cherwitz and Hikins). This book will also use
several cases of computer simulations to demonstrate the relational nature of
how simulations acquire meaning.
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Simulations and the
Scientific Imagination

In chapter 1, we discussed how scientists make seemingly unfounded decisions when simulating phenomena. This ad hoc reasoning—wherein scientists make assumptions, reductions, and other subjective choices for the sake
of a simulation’s believability and capacity to represent an object—distinguishes simulations from models, theory, and experiments. Simulations differ slightly from models insofar as the former are “rich inferential process[es]
and not simply a ‘number crunching’ technique” (Winsberg “Simulations,
Models, and Theories,” S442).
This chapter will further distinguish simulations from other scientific genre. In doing so, it will help answer questions about the nature of simulated
evidence. First, rather than define simulation as a trope (as do many other
rhetorical theories involving simulation), this chapter will place simulation
within the family of rhetorical devices that comprise the scientific imagination. Gerald Holton is well-known for ideas on scientific imagination. According to Holton, the scientific imagination incorporates thematic, visual,
and analogical thought; it is a rational act, but also a creative process. This
chapter will also describe how, up to this point in rhetorical theory, imagination has been insufficiently covered and mistakenly linked to emotion. In this
chapter, I argue that rational processes can play a crucial role in imagination,
and I discuss the scientific imagination in rational terms. The chapter will
establish how ad hoc decisions employ unconventional argumentation besides deduction or induction, and how ad hoc reasoning instantiates virtual
rather than other types of evidence.
The chapter will distinguish simulation as a rhetorical device apart from
three other rhetorical devices within the scientific imagination: metaphor,
paradox, and thought experiments. In order to explain the differences, I will
19
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also introduce a new object of study—a simulation of bumble bee flight—to
illustrate the rhetorical machinations underpinning ad hoc reasoning. This
example will show how rhetorical decisions manifest themselves in the core
of simulation technique. I will also show how alternative logic underpins ad
hoc reasoning and differentiates simulations from the inferential processes
that govern metaphor, paradox, and thought experiments. The line of investigation in this chapter is valuable because it lays groundwork for reading and
understanding simulation as a rhetorical act, and it helps establish essential
terms for understanding how it is that simulations convey meaning by answer
the following questions: What kind of reasoning does simulation entail and
what kind of evidence does it embody?
IMAGINATION IN RHETORICAL STUDIES
Unfortunately, rhetorical studies have not sufficiently taken into account the
scientific imagination. In fact, James Berlin, James Kinneavy, and others
differentiate imagination from scientific investigation and communication.
The terms of discussions about imagination are set in a way that excludes
scientific imagination. Two points come to mind: Contemporary rhetorical
theory (1) maintains a Romantic notion of imagination and (2) conflates nonrational and irrational discourse. In this way, contemporary rhetorical theories articulate imagination in a way that misrepresents the phenomenon.
Usually, rhetoricians define imagination in conflict with rational processes of rhetoric. Imagination escapes reason, therefore rhetoric has difficulty
incorporating it. Joshua Gunn argues that rhetorical theory rejects imagination, the essence of invention, because imagination exists outside of consciousness. Rhetorical theory—saturated with deterministic bias—either mishandles the imagination or ignores it altogether because of its “unwillingness
to let go of the Cartesian ego, the autonomous humanist subject who claims
mastery over the material world in conscious thought” rather than embrace “a
more contingent and fragmented understanding of individual subjectivity,
community, and world” (Gunn 41–42). Gunn describes how extremely rational theories of rhetoric fail to incorporate the components of imagination
essential for a thorough discussion of invention. As a remedy, Gunn suggests
that new, epistemic theories of rhetoric and other contemporary counters to
current traditional rhetoric must give a fuller account of imagination; rhetorical theory must treat “ideology and lesser social forms as having both a mass
or political and an individual, psychical existence” (Gunn 53, 55). According
to Gunn, even the imagination contains social and ideological imprints. Unfortunately, says Gunn, rhetoric neglects these social, psychical interiors. For
other contemporary, traditional critics, the imagination is a product of forces
outside of the individual’s control and volition.
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Current deliberations about imagination’s place and role in rhetoric are
nothing new. Longstanding debates in schools of thought about rhetoric set
the scene for how rhetoricians currently discuss imagination. Gunn cites
Richard Kearney’s three opposing paradigms of imagination spanning centuries of philosophy and critical theory (Gunn 44). (1) The classical period saw
imagination as a mirror that produces mental images of the world. (2) The
modern age conflated imagination with human capacity to create meaning.
Finally, (3) postmodernism treats the imaginary rather than the imagination.
In the former, ideological or subconscious mental influences beyond the
individual’s control determine his or her consciousness and, therefore limit
his or her capacity to direct what he or she imagines.
Gunn cites specific examples from each period of thought about the imagination. Classical and Romantic rhetoricians situated imagination with memory and style. Cicero and Bacon are textbook examples of this; for both,
imagination helped invigorate the reasoned arguments that are “in themselves, dreadfully boring” and, thereby more likely move audiences to “moral action” (Gunn 45). It also helps render “representations of a speech for
handy recall during performance” (Gunn 45). For Cicero, imagination served
as a mirror. For Bacon, imagination breathed creativity into arguments. In the
former, imagination duplicates for the audience what the rhetor remembers.
In the latter, it regulates a mental picture’s degree of vividness.
Contemporary theorists draw from these schools of thought. LeFevre
understands invention as “an internal dialogue with an imagined other” (33).
LeFevre bridges the distance between the modern and postmodern approach
to rhetorical imagination, where forces beyond a rhetor’s control govern his
or her imaginings. In LeFevre’s estimation, the individual rhetor has limited
agency. An “imagined other” imposes upon internal thoughts. Also, consider
Ernest Bormann’s theory of symbolic convergence. Bormann (1972) contends that people use fantasy to cope with reality, and they have dreams
about things that don’t exist. Bormann was led to the idea that group- or
community-centered rhetoric inevitably contains fantasy themes, types and
visions, and “that there is a connection between rhetorical visions and community consciousness” (Gunn 48–49). According to Bormann, rhetoric can
track group fantasies, themes, ideas and other public vehicles of imagination
in order to decode the rhetorical implications therein.
The irony is, both camps—both opponents and proponents of currenttraditional attitudes about the imagination—measure imagination by its distance from rationality; for both, imagination escapes reason. For currenttraditionalists, imagination has no place in rhetoric because reason governs
rhetoric. For the opposition, current-traditional rhetoric can never do justice
to the imagination because reason governs rhetoric. Both factions consider
the two faculties—reason and imagination—mutually exclusive. The theories
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summarized above define imagination in contrast to rationality insofar as
current traditional approaches obscure imagination, or exclude it altogether.
These and other approaches uphold a Romantic ideal of imagination. Like
Wordsworth and many of his contemporaries, current rhetorical theorists
characterize imagination as spontaneous, uncontrollable, subliminal, and untraceable. Wordsworth described man’s capacity to dream up poetry as the
spontaneous overflow of feelings recalled in a moment of calm (Preface to
Lyrical Ballads). Carl Jung and his devotees had similar Romantic ideas
about imagination (Jackson 354–355). Jung developed active imagination, a
technique to “translate the emotions into images—that is to say, to find the
images which were concealed in the emotion” (Jung 177). Here, emotions
hide the images that comprise the human imagination. These and other theories of imagination and invention imply that creativity is outside of the
bounds of reason. They also imply other problematic warrants: (1) that reason cannot fathom the source or machinations of imagination, and (2) that
both creativity and imagination are mostly solitary endeavors.
Not only do the aforementioned theories romanticize imagination, they
also collapse the difference between irrationality, arationality, and non-rationality. Arational means that “there are no adequate reasons for it and it
was taken on the basis of taste, fortune, etc.” (Walczak). Non-rational means
that “there are adequate reasons for it but either it was not made or an
opposite decision was taken” (Walczak). Finally, irrational means that “there
are adequate reasons for it but one did not use them and a decision was taken
on the basis of inadequate reasons” (Walczak). Arational thought makes no
reasonable connections. Non-rational thought disregards them. And irrational
thought contradicts them. How mutually exclusive are imagination and scientific investigation? It depends on who is characterizing them. Both currenttraditional rhetoric and its opponents imply that imagination is arational in
nature—it escapes rationality altogether. I contend that imagination has rational functionality. Even if critics only grant that imagination has non-rational and irrational dimensions, non-rational and irrational communication
must enlist the rational rules that they flout. Analyses of non-rational and
irrational communication must broach rule-based constraints in order to
understand how non-rational and irrational processes break those rules.
Other theorists define the imagination practically. Lev Vygotsky, for example, attempted to revise contemporary working definitions of imagination.
Vygotsky describes how theorists typically define imagination as “what is
not actually true, what does not correspond to reality, and what, thus, could
not have any serious practical significance” (Vygotsky 9–10). Vygotsky corrects the misconception by essentializing imagination as “the basis of all
creative activity . . . an important component of absolutely all aspects of
cultural life, enabling artistic, scientific, and technical creation alike” (Vygotsky 9–10). Any human endeavor is a product of “creation based on . . .
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imagination” (Vygotsky 9–10). For Vygotsky, imagination in science births
technology and innovation. Current work in psychology also sheds light on
the nature of the imagination. For example, psychological studies indicate
that rule-based systems enable and enhance a child’s ability to make-believe
and play (P. Harris). Such research emphasizes the procedural nature of the
imagination.
I, too, want to encourage rhetoricians not to throw out the baby with the
bathwater, particularly given current promising investigations into the scientific imagination. Earlier theorists have insisted on too radical a split between
reason and imagination. Some critics even go so far as to say that reason
plays no role in the imagination. Perhaps theories to date have not properly
assessed the relationship between rhetoric and imagination. However, we
have not exhausted the need to study how reason factors into imagination in
the natural and applied sciences.
THE SCIENTIFIC IMAGINATION
Some theorists in the rhetoric of science do trace how imagination plays a
part in the work and research of professional scientists. Philosophers and
historians have laid the groundwork for such investigations into the scientific
imagination. At the forefront, historian Gerald Holton discusses how visual,
analogical and thematic imagination sparked scientific revolutions. Holton
identifies three means by which scientists imagine: they use visualization,
they draw analogies, and their work often centers on personal interest and
recurring preoccupations—what Holton calls themes.
Concerning visualization, he describes how Galileo’s telescope and drawings led Galileo to new insights. Galileo drew ink-wash drawings of what he
saw through his telescope, thereby interpreting what he saw and ensuring that
others would have the same vantage when they looked through the lens
(Holton 186). In that regard, Galileo’s drawings served as a better—more
focused and representative—indication of the moon’s geography than did the
telescope trained on the actual object. Regarding analogy, Holton describes
how Thomas Young proposed a theory of light by using an analogy: lights
are waves in the same way that sounds are waves. Holton elaborates: “Without even stopping to study the details of this surprising and immensely fruitful analogy. . . , we sense the remarkable daring of this transference of
meaning” (Holton 190). Understanding how sound works enabled Young to
map the same kinds of behaviors onto light. Here, a metaphor opened the
door to new understanding of a phenomenon in question. Finally, Holton
offers up Albert Einstein as an example of thematic imagination. Holton
argues that several a priori themes ordered Einstein’s work and influenced
his line of reasoning. Before he had the facts or evidence, Einstein's way of
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thinking was to prefer “unification of separate parts of the theories of physics, invariance, symmetry, completeness of description, and essentially Newtonian causality of events rather than fundamental probabilism” (Holton
194). The scientific imagination includes intangibles that advance science
without empirical lock-steps. Visualization, analogy, predilections of
thought, and themes all depend on the subjective perspective of the scientistobserver. They also help enable scientists to generate new information, sans
the scientific method.
Others besides Holton have launched independent studies of the scientific
imagination. Scholars have noted how metaphorical thinking often helps and
sometimes hinders the process of substantiating important scientific theories
(Baake; H. I. Brown; Eisenberg). Philosophers of science have also cataloged
and analyzed uses of paradox and thought experiment in scientific thought (J.
R. Brown; Norton; Panoff and South). Metaphors, paradoxes, and thought
experiments all share features in common with the scientific imagination: (1)
They use imagery and features of narrative; and (2) they often present unlikely or unrealistic combinations of ideas. These characteristics (along with
visualization, analogy, and theme) further comprise the scientific imagination.
On the surface, paradoxes, metaphors, and thought experiments often
seem illogical. All three ask readers to make sense of disparate, unobserved,
or impossible data. Like simulations, the three rhetorical figures also have
internal logic and rational machinations. They “work”—they render meaning—because they can be rationally coded and decoded, whether or not such
cryptography can ever crack every possible interpretation. But what is the
imaginative nature of simulation? Where does it fit within the scientific
imagination? Ad hoc reasoning commmon to simulation has qualities unlike
its counterparts within the scientific imagination. Unlike analogy, it compares similar terms. Unlike paradox, it hinges on possibility rather than impossibility. And, unlike thought experiments, it produces counterfactual rather than contradictory solutions.
THE CASE OF THE BUMBLEBEE FLIGHT SIMULATION
In order to situate simulations within the family of tropes that comprise the
scientific imagination, I will use an example from biology—a simulation of
the flight of a bumblebee. Since the 1930s, a rumor has persisted in physics
that, over dinner, a biologist asked an aerodynamicist about the flight of bees,
and the aerodynamicist did scratch calculations comparing lift to drag (or
resistance). According to the Reynolds number, the bigger the wing, the
bigger the lift. Of course, the aerodynamicist found that there was insufficient lift in a bee's tiny wing to carry the rest of its comparably huge body.
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What makes this paradoxical? The truth of the matter is that bees do fly,
despite the incorrect calculations churned out by the Reynolds equations.
The discrepancy propelled years of research in aerodynamics. In response, a team at Cornell led by Z. Jane Wang simulated bee flight. As Wang
describes, the discrepancy only underscores shortcomings in the science and
theories used to describe a bee's flight. Wang’s team found that bee and
dragonfly wings rotate, double flap, and perform other methods that increase
the wing width and lift. As Wang explains, “The old bumblebee myth simply
reflected our poor understanding of unsteady viscous fluid dynamics” (Segelken).
Her team and others have gained a clearer understanding by using a
computer simulation to replicate knowledge that other teams have gained
through new technologies in observational data (i.e., painting bee wings with
digitally-sensitive chemicals and videotaping those bees in flight and other
techniques). Observational data have drawbacks, however. For example, the
paint affects the flight and, thereby, taints the observed behavior. Wang’s
team simulates bees in flight. Hers is touted as the first ever proof that
bumblebees and similar insects produce sufficient lift to stay above the
ground. (See figure 3.1.) Here, the intuitive nature of the simulation—that it
confirms what the eye can see, despite what theories predict—lend the simulation more validity than theories. But the simulation required Wang to develop new computational tools—or “tricks” as she called them (Segelken).

Figure 3.1. Vorticity Field around a Flapping Dragonfly Wing. Used by permission of Z. Jane Wang, Cornell University.
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Wang simply applies new equations that field has developed to compensate
for the paradox.
SIMULATIONS VERSUS METAPHORS
Historian Gerald Holton and rhetoricians Leah Ceccarelli and Peter Dear
have studied metaphors, analogies, and thought experiments in science.
Many current theories in the rhetoric of science lump simulation together
with metaphor. Granted, both simulation and metaphor are forms of representation (mimesis) and comparison, but with a difference. Metaphors (and
their cousin, analogies) are a type of mimesis, insofar as they underscore the
resemblance of two different objects or cases. Some critics conflate models
with metaphors: “[A] scientific model is a metaphor. The primary system. . .
is the first term of a metaphor. The model is the second term” (Ricoeur 276,
278). It is true that both models and metaphors approximate originals. In
addition, the rhetoric of science has documented in detail how scientists use
metaphors. For example, Black, Arbib, and others claim that scientific revolutions are metaphoric in nature. When scientists stopped imagining atomic
particles as billiard balls colliding haphazardly and started thinking of them
as organized units with particular structures, it changed biology, chemistry
and biology and, ultimately, enabled breakthroughs in genetic studies (Blackie). The analogy helped them reconfigure the science.
However, although metaphors and analogies have strong sway in science,
simulations are distinctive on three points: (1) simulations represent objects
with mathematical precision, (2) simulations do not compare objects of difference, and (3) both objects of comparison in simulations are relatively
unknown. First, metaphors do not attempt to represent objects with the mathematical and computational accuracy of computer simulations. Unlike metaphors, simulations cannot be fashioned off the top of someone’s head. Simulations require far more effort. Furthermore, according to Zoltan Kövecses,
“metaphor can be characterized with the formula A IS B, where the target
domain (A) is comprehended through a source domain (B)” (29). We interpret metaphors by teasing out the relationship between the two terms: “which
source domains apply to a particular target” and “which target domains does
a particular source apply to?” (Kövecses 118). Aside from the fact that billiard balls are made of atoms, the two have little in common, on the surface.
Billiard balls aren’t microscopic and atoms aren’t played for leisure. However, the difference between the two makes for a fruitful comparison. In fact,
the difference enables lessons to be learned about the atom, which, in this
case, is the less familiar object. This is not the case in simulations. If scientists had simulated atomic particles, they would have expected the simulation
to approximate the particles more closely than the billiard ball comparison.
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Simulations do more than simply give an idea about an original; they replicate it. They come close to being it. Later, I’ll discuss how simulations
contain the virtue or essence of the object it represents. The target and source
domain of a metaphor relate in terms of functional similarities, but need not
possess essentially the same inherent characteristics. However, a simulation
and its subject matter do have essentially the same definitive features.
Further, simulations can originate from unintuitive or unpredictable subroutines and internal logic. Metaphors, on the other hand, often hinge upon
our being able to understand and predict the behavior of the common term. In
chapter 1, we discussed how scientists often resort to using simulations when
they cannot replicate their object of study in the lab or when extreme heat,
distances, or other conditions prevent seeing the object in person. However,
when scientists compared the particles to billiard balls, they meant to associate how both sets function and how they’re organized. They did so because
they had knowledge about how billiard balls collide. Moreover, they expected their audience to know more about pool balls than the nature of atoms
in order to help the former explain the latter. Someone who reads a metaphor
can use deduction to unpack its meaning. He or she can compare the general
case (something familiar) to the specific case (something unfamiliar) and use
what he or she knows about the general case to make claims about the
specific case. Simulations do not call for the same understanding of models,
since both the general and specific cases might be a mystery or unknown to
the scientist.
Simulations set out to capture the essence of an object. They do more than
simply give an idea about an original. They attempt to replicate it. In the case
of the simulation of bumblebee flight, Wang’s team expected the digital
versions of to operate, for the most part, as it would in nature. The digital
wing flaps virtually correlated to actual ones. While actual wing flaps don’t
have the same color or size of the virtual one, the scientific assumption is that
the actual wings (the source) and the virtual ones (the target) would function
almost identically. The simulation does not seek to capture the “gist” of
flight, but rather, it seeks to represent actual flight as closely as possible.
Going into the simulation, Wang’s team knew equally as much about bumblebee flight as they would have going into nature for direct observation.
Until they completed the simulation, Wang’s team wasn’t sure that their
theory of flight that challenged the Reynolds number was accurate. They
used the simulation as a process of elimination.
SIMULATIONS VERSUS THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS
Simulations also share similarities with thought experiments, another type of
mimesis that represents theories for the sake of refining or abandoning them.
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Scholars disagree about what kind of comprehension thought experiments
produce. For example, Roy Sorenson questions whether or not thought experiments test verisimilar rather than essential or actual properties of a phenomenon. Alisa Bokulich adds that thought experiments can only test the
non-empirical aspects of a theory, such as consistency and explanatory power. The difference between thought experiments and simulations hinges on
these terms.
Thought experiments resemble simulations in many ways. First, both can
come to significant conclusions regardless of the validity of their premises.
Both also can involve a strong visual component. Both simulations and
thought experiments can help audiences arrive at a new understanding of a
topic. Often their conclusions alter the course of whatever science or discipline they question. And both simulations and thought experiments also have
real aims, but imaginative methods. Di Paolo, Noble, and Bullock describe
how biologists Hinton and Nowlan used an evolutionary simulation scenario
to demonstrate the Baldwin effect. Hinton and Nowlan’s simulation was
similar to a thought experiment insofar as both demand “a reorganization of
an existing theoretical framework” (Di Paolo, Noble, and Bullock 6). Both
thought experiments and simulations can help reorganize existing data and,
thereby, facilitate new knowledge. Both rhetorical devices also rely heavily
on visualization. Dietrich explains how thought experiments let scientists
“use imagination freely as a methodological means to invent new hypotheses” and use it to visualize “properties that could not be grasped in reality but
only contemplated in the mind” (316). Computer simulations abide by a
similar heuristic principle; they make sensible and comprehensible something that does not really exist. Thought experiments and simulations have
potential to shake up and challenge established theories by inviting experts to
see things differently.
However, simulations differ from two types of thought experiments, as
defined by J. R. Brown. In particular, Brown classifies two super-categories
of thought experiments: destructive, which argue directly against a particular
theory (J. R. Brown 34) and constructive, which build up an alternative (J. R.
Brown 36). Destructive thought experiments “do their job in a reductio ad
absurdum manner by destroying their targets” (J. R. Brown 76). Constructive
thought experiments are either meditative, which “facilitate a conclusion
drawn from specific, well-articulated theory” (J. R. Brown 36); conjectural,
which “hypothesize a theory to explain [some] phenomenon” (J. R. Brown
40); or direct, which end rather than begin with a well-articulated theory
working from unproblematic phenomena (J. R. Brown 41).
Unlike destructive thought experiments, simulations need not employ reductio ad absurdum. They usually test hypotheses in earnest, rather than with
suspicion. Reductio ad absurdum reduces propositions to impossible ends.
Simulations, on the other hand, present modal scenarios or possible worlds.
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By definition, simulations construct a state of affairs that could be the case.
Premises of thought experiments needn’t conform to actual or possible objects. For example, Einstein imagined himself running to catch up with light
beam. “If I pursue a beam of light with the velocity c (velocity of light in a
vacuum), I should observe such a beam of light as spatially oscillatory
electromagnetic field at rest. However, there seems to be no such thing,
whether on the basis of experience or according to Maxwell’s equations”
(Einstein “Autobiographical Notes,” 53). Einstein couldn’t physically chase
a beam of light; and he needn’t in order for the thought experiment to give
him a breakthrough about time, space, and speed. Computational simulations, however, have actual or possible counterparts. For Wang’s team, the
digital wing flaps correspond to actual ones and simulated flight aims to
recreate the actual act.
Further, while both constructive thought experiments and simulation can
work with existing theories, people can understand constructive thought experiments vis-à-vis simple, intuitive inspection. The same cannot be said of
simulation. At best, Di Paolo, Noble, and Bullock write, simulations are the
equivalent of opaque thought experiments because thought experiments have
conclusions “that follows logically and clearly” and explain their “own conclusion and . . . implications,” but with simulations “there is no guarantee
that what goes on in it is going to be obvious” (Di Paolo, Noble, and Bullock
6). The thought experiment explains itself whereas simulation requires further analysis and explanation. In Einstein’s thought experiment, our perspective changes immediately when we consider the idea of running so fast that
light stands still; it immediately challenged his peers’ understanding of physics. Contrast this elegant visual with that of the simulation and animation that
Wang created. It took the team more than “simple inspection” or immediate
result. They tested and retested their model. They compared their simulation
to high speed video of actual bumblebee flight.
While thought experiments are based on imaginative claims and presuppositions, they engage those imaginary precepts by deduction. And, as in the
case of Einstein’s thought experiment, the imaginary claims test rational
rules—in Einstein’s case, the laws of special relativity. Thought experiments
ask audiences to take these claims at face value (or in earnest), apply our
current understanding to those claims, and deduce something new about
them. In this way, audiences deduce conclusions about the thought experiments, working from understood (or a priori) assumptions to new ones. On
the other hand, the simulation required several steps, checks, and analyses.
The researchers could not consider the results as self-evident.
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SIMULATIONS VERSUS PARADOXES
Simulations can also be compared to paradoxes. Bertrand Russell explains
that, at their root, paradoxes proceed from contradictions. Olin explains that
“they present a conflict of reasons” wherein reason tells us that a statement is
true, but also it “seems to tell us that the very same statement is utterly
absurd” (5). Panoff and South posit the cause of paradoxes. “Many times a
paradox results from incomplete or erroneous data. Another possibility is that
our understanding of what we observe may be flawed and in need of revision” (Panoff and South par. 2). The team discusses how, four hundred years
ago, scientists tested the validity of Galileo’s theory about the sun by looking
for parallax or the “apparent movement that close objects make against a
more distant background when the point of reference is changed”—a phenomenon that was not completely explained for “hundreds of years, after the
invention of photographic plates” and after science abandoned the idea that a
star’s brightness was only determined by its distance “and that the stars are
close” (Panoff and South par. 3). The inconsistency between what astronomers saw, what they predicted, and what scientific laws suggested, lingered
for years and inspired generations of research. While both simulations and
paradoxes can expose inconsistencies with current theories, paradoxes proceed from contradictions, and simulations proceed from possibilities. Paradoxes hinge upon unlikelihood and impossibility, but simulations hinge upon
likelihood and possibility.
In terms of our case for discussion in this chapter, the bumblebee paradox
is an apparent paradox, because it can immediately be explained away by
faulting laws of physics and calls for revisions that eliminate the contradiction. A scientific paradox presses against and challenges current theory by
exposing error or illogical conclusions. The example helps us understand the
many ways that simulations differ from paradoxes. As a talking point, let us
distinguish between the paradox that inspired Wang and the simulation that
she produced. In this case, the paradox underscores logical contradictions,
whereas the simulation represents or investigates them. The paradox ended in
impossibilities, whereas the simulation ends in possibilities. Third, the paradox can only proceed from common, undisputed facts; the simulation, on the
other hand, can proceed from uncertainties. In this way, simulations can yield
new data beyond what was originally imagined.
Willard Van Orman Quine writes that paradoxes are arguments against
their own existence. He describes the paradox of Frederic, the main character
in The Pirates of Penzance who turns twenty one-years old after having only
five birthdays. It seems impossible that a twenty one-year-old could have
only celebrated five birthdays until you consider that he was born on February twenty-ninth (a leap year) and his various travels across time zones could
have prevented him from actually celebrating his birthday, but could not
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prevent him from aging a year. This prime example of a paradox illustrates
the “sustaining prima facie absurdities by conclusive argument” that exist
both in cases “where what is purportedly established is true . . . [and] equally
to falsidical ones” (Quine 2–3). Paradoxes needn’t always result in falsehood
or impossibilities. Quine distinguishes between paradoxes that actually turn
out to be true and ones that can never happen. But all paradoxes proceed
from absurd (or contradictory) premises. And they must contain, on their
face, the components of their own absurdity, or their own undoing. The same
cannot be said of simulations. First, prima facie analysis seldom yields conclusive results with simulations, which have intricate levels of equations and
reasoning that require more than superficial examination to disseminate. Second, on their face, simulations must contain models with reasonable premises.
How can we gather anything about paradoxes without close inspection?
We can because, while the premises might contradict each other, they are not
beyond our understanding independently. In the case of the twenty one-yearold who celebrated only five birthdays, we know enough about how birthdays usually work to instantly surmise the contradiction. The paradox calls
on us to play out the scenario to its logical conclusion. We use familiar facts
and reasoning to undo paradoxes. Quine introduces another type of paradox—antimony—that incorporates familiar reasoning, produces a “selfcontradiction by accepted ways of reasoning,” and establishes that “some
tacit and trusted pattern of reasoning must be made explicit and henceforward be avoided or revised” (Quine 5). For example, Quine continues, many
words are homological—they are what they say. The word heterological
contradicts the rule; it means “‘not true of self’ . . . we can . . . ask if the
adjectival phrase ‘not true of self’ is true of itself. [I]t is if and only if it is not,
hence that it is and it is not”—a paradox (Quine 8). This translucent quality
of the logical machinations behind paradoxes enables those who use them to
immediately question and challenge the widely accepted rules upon which
they are based. In most cases, audiences can engage the premises of paradoxes via deduction. Often, after doing so, they arrive at a reasonable conclusion
that makes sense logically. Simulations can also cause those who use them to
question original assumptions, but not on their faces and not necessarily
immediately. Further, simulations needn’t proceed from certainties. In fact,
simulations can alter known, accepted theories by starting from uncertain (or
incorrect) parameters that yield effective results. In the case of the insect
simulation, Wang’s team’s “tricks” and ad hoc decision making culminated
in a simulation that explained a conundrum that the paradox underscored.
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ALTERNATIVE REASONING IN SIMULATION
This section will examine what kind of reasoning validates simulation processes and products. Here, the bumblebee simulation will help illustrate how
simulations epitomize abduction and virtual evidence.
It has been said that simulations actualize hunches or that they are the
middle ground between eyewitness observation and abstract theory. They
represent strong hunches that scientists have about phenomena they cannot
entirely prove with empirical methods. In this way, they demonstrate another
mode of invention available to scientists. Invention is one part of the rhetorical cannon; it finds and makes arguments by generating claims and reasons.
Reasoning is important in developing arguments. Aristotle categorized three
kinds of reasoning—scientific demonstration, dialectic, and rhetoric. All
three employ two types of proofs—deduction and induction. Deduction
moves from the general case to the specific; induction, from specific to
general.
More modern theorists have further defined these two proofs. For example, Kinneavy identifies three kinds of induction: (1) perfect, (2) mathematical, and (3) intuitive (111–112). Perfect induction offers as rigorous an account of nature as possible. Intuitive induction is the least reliable because it
cannot be as rigorous. Kinneavy also identifies two similar deductive moves:
(1) generic to specific moves that involve classes or sets wherein sub-sets
inherit characteristics from super-sets and (2) those of statements or propositions wherein one precedes the other in chronology and influence (116–118).
Further, van Veuren identifies these proofs as two among Aristotle’s topoi or
topics that serve as generic strategies for making arguments (section 3.2.1).
Others have identified alternative proofs, such as abduction. Charles
Saunders Peirce defined abduction in the late nineteenth century as an alternative to induction and deduction in science: abduction “presents facts in its
Premiss which present a similarity to the fact stated in the Conclusion, but
which could perfectly well be true without the latter being so” (Collected
Papers, 2.1.2.96). In abduction, the conclusion follows loosely from the
premise, so the rhetor is inclined “toward admitting it as representing a fact”
(Peirce Collected Papers, 2.1.2.96). The premise in abduction, then, is “an
Icon” insofar as it points toward the conclusion in ways that sometimes are
not directly referential (Peirce Collected Papers, 2.1.2.96). Peirce used abduction to explain moments when scientists decide between two equally
appealing hypotheses.
Induction, deduction, and abduction would treat the same premises differently. Take, for example, the different conclusions you can draw from different combinations of similar facts. Deduction takes what is true of the general
case and applies it to a specific case: If all the shirts from the middle bin are
size medium (general) and the shirts in my hand are from the middle bin,
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then they must be size medium (specific). Induction works backwards from
deduction. It generalizes facts about the specific case: The shirts in my hand
are from the middle bin (specific) and they’re all size medium. So, all the
shirts in the middle bin must be size medium (general). Induction and deduction both use either the general rule to prove the specific case, or vice versa.
Unlike induction and deduction, abduction infers an explanation, rather than
using one of the known cases to prove the other.
Abduction interchanges the conclusion and the minor premise of a traditional syllogism: All of the shirts from the middle bin are size medium
(general) and the shirts in my hand are size medium (specific), so they must
have come from the middle bin. The abductive syllogism assumes that no
other bins with size medium shirts exist, despite the fact that neither of the
premises guarantees the assumption. In both induction and deduction, one or
the other of the premises warrants making the leap from general to specific
case (or vice versa). In both deduction and induction, you know enough
about the general or specific rule to make the logical leap and make a claim.
The abductive syllogism reads more like conjecture than the earlier ones.
Abduction yields logically problematic warrants—warrants that, from a symbolic logical perspective, aren’t tautologies. Abductive statements are not
necessarily true; they don’t have the logical form that resists falsehood.
Much controversy surrounds abduction. Some theorists believe that although abduction exists in scientific inquiry, all steps of abduction qualify as
either induction or deduction (Hoffman). Kinneavy goes a step further and
claims that abduction draws the line between scientific and other types of
discourse. He contrasts science discourse to its counterpart in referential or
exploratory discourse, which he claims primarily operates on abductive logic. He claims that abduction works backwards from evidence to hypothesis.
He describes how a “back and forth movement of suggestions and checking
is typical of the process of abduction”; two pieces of data are explained by
the first hypothesis that must be corroborated by two additional pieces of
data, which are explained by a second hypothesis that must be corroborated
by two more pieces of data, and so on (Kinneavy 143). Ultimately, induction
and deduction ground this back and forth movement. In order to move to new
general hypotheses, abductors must find at least two specific features and the
prospect of a reasonable third.
I argue not only that simulations enlist abduction, but also that abduction
produces virtual results. The bumblebee simulation, for example, argues
from an actual case—namely, bumblebee flight as it happens in nature. But it
produces a virtual conclusion rather than an actual one. The premises used to
produce the conclusion work in the virtual world, but appeared to not work in
the actual case. Further, the simulation yielded virtual results rather than
actual or observed ones. The animations did not look like the high-speed
capture video or actual bee flight—it portrayed air waves in bright colors, for
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example. But the information that the simulation shows did help the team
identify the best equations to challenge the Reynold numbers. The same can
be said of the claisen reaction animation from chapter 2. The actual molecules don’t look like their animated counterparts; but the reaction does actually displace energy in ways that resemble the animation more than an illustration. Simulations often show what’s virtually true about the reaction, if not
what’s actually or potentially true.
THE NATURE OF VIRTUAL EVIDENCE
If simulations do not yield the same kind of information as do metaphors and
thought experiments, then what kind do they generate? Simulations yield
virtual results, which make for a strange sort of evidence. Peirce developed a
concept of virtuality as well as abduction. Peirce describes how a virtual X
“something, not an X, which has the efficiency (virtus) of an X” (Collected
Papers, 6.372). According to Peirce, virtual X differs from a potential X
because the latter is “without actual efficiency” of the thing itself” (Collected
Papers, 6.372). A virtual thing has the efficiency or virtus of the thing without being the thing. Virtus also means “worth” or “power.” It approaches, but
never achieves, actual status. Peirce cites the difference between actual and
virtual representation that fueled the American Revolution (Collected
Papers, 6.372). According to England, the Parliament needn’t contain Virginians or any other colonists, since all members virtually represent everyone
in the empire. American colonists, however, they did not believe they had
actual representation because none of their own spoke on their behalf in the
Parliament. Modern critics have debated what constitutes a thing’s worth—
whether or not virtual things bear resemblance to the original’s form (Heim)
or function (Levinson). So far as the bumblebee simulation is concerned, it
seems the simulation resembled bee flight moreso than the paradox or other
scientific observations of bee flight. Simulations are almost true, but not
quite.
Simulations are a type of virtual representation of objects. Achinstein
discusses four kinds of evidence—epistemic, subjective, veridical, and potential—in his analysis of a nineteenth century physicist named Hertz whose
work revolutionized the science in its day, but was later refuted and revised.
In what sense is or was the physicist's work accurate? Either the results are
strong evidence without exception, or they were strong evidence until a new
set of information replaced it, or the results were never strong evidence to
begin with because they were inevitably replaced (Achinstein 18). Achinstein calls the first instance—where the evidence needn't answer to anything
other than its immediate problem—epistemic evidence. In epistemic relationships between evidence and claims, the immediate nature of the claim deter-
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mines the truth-value of the evidence. Epistemic evidence is true, provided
only that the claim is true. For Hertz and his peers, who had nothing but the
present to go by, his work was right because everything available pointed
them in that direction. This type of evidence corresponds with induction and
deduction, wherein the conclusions logically follow from the premises.
In order to determine what evidence simulations yield, then, we need to
discuss the other types of evidence. The second scenario—wherein evidence
is valid only insofar as its particular chronological constraints—is called
subjective evidence, which is “relativized to a specific person or group”
(Achinstein 23). There are two sides to this type of evidence; one that accounts for empirical, and the other accounts for historical truth-status of
findings. Subjective evidence accounts for the fact that Hertz’s work was
believable and true, probable and true, until later scientists refuted his findings (Achinstein 23). The final scenario suggests veridical or potential evidence. Given new developments, Hertz’s work isn’t accurate and never was.
Both veridical and potential evidence require claims to be true absolutely
(Achinstein 26–27). Veridical, however, requires “good reason to believe”
something. Potential evidence requires less strong reason to believe. To differentiate between the two, Achinstein describes a child who doesn’t have
the measles virus, but who does have spots on his skin that look like measles
(27). In a veridical sense, he doesn’t show signs of the measles because the
virus isn’t present. In a potential sense, he does show signs of measles.
Whether or not the virus is present, spots have the potential to signal measles.
Once doctors fail to find the virus, however, the child no longer potentially
has the measles.
Let us extend Achinstein and discuss simulations. Virtual evidence would
claim that the boy virtually—or all but—had the measles. Unlike empirical
evidence, whether or not this claim is true does not bear upon the truth-value
of the evidence. When we claim that the child virtually has the measles, it
doesn’t matter whether or not the child has the virus. Unlike subjective
evidence, this claim isn’t relative to a particular time or place. He can virtually have had signs of the measles both before and after we know whether or
not he actually has the virus. Unlike veridical evidence, this claim needn’t be
true absolutely. It doesn’t require the good reasons necessary for veridical
evidence. It only required the spots to resemble those of measles. It doesn’t
require as conclusive evidence as the virus itself. We can use virtual evidence
to make stronger claims than potential evidence. Potential evidence only
speaks to the status of the spots being signs of measles. Take the logical next
step—claim that the child potentially has the measles—and the statement
becomes an empirical matter. It’s true only insofar as doctors haven’t found
the virus. The same isn’t true of virtual evidence. It is reasonable (though
perhaps hyperbolic) to take the next logical step and claim that the child
virtually had the measles, particularly if the spots on his skin prevented him
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from going to school, left longstanding scars, or caused any other measleslike results. Simulations—such as the claisen reaction and bumblebee flight
animations—are virtual evidence because they can retain truth value even
when missing components vital to the actual object.
Traditionally, scientific evidence falls under the category of epistemic or
veridical evidence. First-hand observations strengthen the validity of the
claims that scientists can make about lab experiment findings. Simulations,
however, qualify as virtual evidence, because they rely on virtual observations rather than actual ones. Virtual observations yield important data about
a problem. The data needn’t be conclusive or absolute to lend meaning. Even
though virtual evidence does not perfectly replicate the object, it has the
capacity to explain the thing itself because it does have the virtue of the
thing—the worth and workings of it. Abduction results in virtual observation.
Abductive reasoning does not require that the premises have logical validity
in order to be useful or to reflect the essence of the real thing. As with virtual
evidence, if you apply strictures of tautologies, abductive enthymemes will
not pass the test.
I argue that abduction comprises the ad hoc modeling that characterizes
simulation. As discussed earlier, the ad hoc process includes simplifications,
substitutions, subtractions, additions, and other subjective calls. This ad hoc
reasoning underpins the bumblebee simulation and the claisen reaction (in
chapter 2) insofar as the initial parameters of the simulations do not perfectly
correspond to the initial conditions of the actual phenomena. The idealized
constraints do not degrade the evidence that the program produced, however.
Ad hoc decisions—and the abductive logic underpinning them—are programmed into simulation routines and sub-routines. Later in the book, we’ll
also see that simulation scientists also use abduction to draw conclusions
about the data that their simulations generate. The virtual bumblebee flight
and the virtual claisen reaction are more complex than a simple metaphor or
analogy. In order to make the connection from the animation to an actual
reaction, we need not argue from dissimilar or separate but parallel cases.
Instead, we argue for the likelihood of an event insofar as it was virtually
shown to us.
Metaphors, thought experiments, and paradoxes do not produce virtual
evidence of the object being represented. None of those rhetorical devices
need preserve the essence or virtue of the object of study. Paradoxes problematize the essential features of an object in question, and thought experiments can employ fanciful rather than essential terms. Metaphor, on the other
hand, relies upon the virtue of another, better-known object to comprehend a
questionable object of study. Metaphors operate on traditional deduction and
induction—an unknown species compared to a more familiar one. Thought
experiments behave more like potential than virtual evidence, insofar as they
cannot speak to the validity of a claim as much as they can the validity (or
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falsehood) of the conditions for the claim. For example, with Einstein’s
thought experiment in which he chases a beam of light, the claim hasn’t
validity until Einstein has the capacity (thanks to a rocket or other technology) to run alongside the beam. Thought experiments do not stand as evidence
for the actual claims so much as for the theories behind the claims. However,
if the claims are false, they render both the thought experiment and underlying theories false. Unlike thought experiments, simulations can be actually
wrong, but virtually useful.
Virtual evidence also embodies an important dynamic of communication
called energeia. Rhetorical theorists have recovered a promising concept
from classical rhetoric that might better describe the rhetorical situation—the
notion of energeia. Richard Lanham defines the term as “vigor, vividness,
energy in expression,” first coined by Aristotle to describe the process of
making a description vivid or bringing it “before your eyes” (64). According
to Lanham, Quintilian also used energeia in a context where he is discussing
forming visual pictures (64). Sara Newman elaborated on the term energeia.
She read portions of Poetics, De Anima, and Rhetorica, and she surmised that
Aristotle tended to place a median or middle ground in most of the categories
that he classified. He used “bringing before the eyes” to explain how an idea
strives for middle ground. We get a clearer sense of the term meaning—or
bringing something to a mean—from this notion.
According to Aristotle, says Newman, proper making of meaning (e.g.,
perception and transmittance of an idea) happens when all the necessary
conditions are met and all the contraries and evidences balanced. Newman
also distinguishes energeia from kinesis. Unlike kinesis (e.g., dynamics that
move toward completion), energeia is “the sort of thing which is perfected or
completed in the very instance of its being enacted” (13). Energeia accurately describes the aim of rhetorical analysis. It is the capacity of rhetoric or
communication to enable concepts and ideas to “come to our senses” as, in
the case of simulated science, unobserved phenomena are brought “before
our eyes.” Energeia also most accurately describes simulations, because it
connotes meaning in media res or in the middle of the action. A simulation is
a site of energeia, if we understand it as an ongoing process of making
transparent relationships between evidence, decision making, and consensus
building. Persuasion is the end of that process; moments of achieved meaning (or middle ground) comprise persuasion. This is the best way to describe
what makes the bumblebee simulations so convincing. The animation
brought the meaning of the reaction before our eyes. Thanks to the animation, the reaction brings to the senses what a paradox made unfamiliar and
absurd.
A message can achieve energeia in process—as it is being carried out or
as it is being fully worked out. Jonathan Beere describes how energeia is
both the “exercise of capacity to do something” and the “doing of it itself”
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(161). Aristotle engages notions of energeia and teleology (or the fulfillment
of something together. Representations with energeia are in the process of
“carrying out or fulfilling their function (ergon), and hence, they are in fulfillment” (Beere 162). Completion, then, is not the sense of telos that energeia reaches. Rather, it achieves perfection or completion as it fulfills its
function. Energeia “carries out the task towards which it is intrinsically
directed” (Beere 165). Energeia suggests that evidence can have explanatory
and persuasive power while or before it is being proven—in the middle of
action. It can be perfected (or reach its end of serving to inform or persuade)
while it is being settled or enacted. Energeia implies that a message can be
fulfilled without reaching its telos, which means end or resolution. In the
case of computer simulations and simulated science, the potency of simulation is reached without its fulfillment or its proof of a one-to-one correlation
with an actual event. It differs somewhat from the rhetorical triangle model,
in which the message that the rhetor delivers balances or harmonizes the
tensions between the points or axes; the target of the message is to complete,
satisfy and resolve the tension. In this way, the rhetorical triangle encloses
the message. Energeia, on the other hand, implies an open-ended situation
and an unresolved message, but a message that still has potency to persuade.
In conclusion, unlike paradoxes, thought experiments, and metaphors,
simulations hinge upon abductive reasoning. Observers can often use simple
deduction to reveal discrepancies of paradoxes. Thought experiments draw
hypotheticals and hypotheses out to their logical conclusions. And metaphors
describe things by using deductive reasoning to compare unlike objects to
better known objects. Simulations, on the other hand, build arguments from
conjectural and contingent assumptions and, thus, produce something virtual
(very, very close but not quite). On the other hand, the simulation’s observable success in reproducing an object also enables it to produce something
virtual. Understanding virtual evidence in this way helps correct misunderstandings about virtuality, which often suggest that a simulation—the virtual
thing—is indistinguishable from the real thing.
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It is important to understand simulations as rhetorical products for many
reasons. First, simulations are virtual evidence. In other words, they represent
the virtue (or essence) of an event or phenomenon that scientists cannot
easily confirm or verify with direct observation, even in cases where they fail
to embody every detail of the actual phenomena with the utmost accuracy. In
this way, they have energeia, or they are in the gradual and contentious
process of bringing before our senses the potency and virtue of the actual
thing. They bring before our eyes the forming of relationships between extralinguistic and linguistic events; they reflect not only what we know, but also
what we are coming to know and understand. Second, simulations are best
understood as having relational meaning; in order to understand them, we
must make conspicuous the relationships between linguistic and extra-linguistic phenomena and conditions that determine their contextual value. The
book thus far has argued that strategies of rhetoric and argumentation such as
abduction, narrative, and others reveal the relationships that underpin the
construction, reporting and distribution of a simulation’s meaning. This
chapter will explore how this framework can shed light on simulations in
current events and the news.
SIMULATIONS AND CLIMATE SKEPTICISM
Understanding the rhetorical nature of simulations can help illuminate
global climate debate. Recent polls suggest that a large percentage of
American public is skeptical about global warming (Saad). In contrast,
scientific community has come to a fairly wide consensus affirming
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existence of the phenomena (Anderegg et al.). How is it that, despite the
scientific community’s widespread certainty, climate skepticism persists and
thrives in the general public? Part of the discrepancy has to do with the fact
that simulations are how climate scientists derived their consensus around the
subject.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report is one of
the most complete articulations of evidence supporting the existence of global warming. The report is comprised of several sub-reports that synthesize
many layers of data vis-à-vis simulations that process hundreds of data
points. The virtual evidence produced by the simulations ultimately suggests
that atypical climate events indicate a global warming trend. To construct the
simulations (i.e., synthesize the data and produce virtual evidence), the IPCC
report uses rhetorical conventions similar to the ones outlined in prior chapters. The 2007 sub-reports, for example, include a detailed explanation of
how IPCC climate models are constructed. Their methods sections explain
how they handle uncertainty within the parameters of their models. For example, they explain how, for parameters that cannot be measured, they perform a practice common to simulations of adjusting “parameter values (possibly chosen from some prior distribution) in order to optimize model simulation of particular variables or to improve global heat balance. This process
is often known as ‘tuning’” (IPCC Contribution of Working Group I 8.1.3).
They also account for the inevitability that their models include “significant
errors” (IPCC Contribution of Working Group I 8.1). They explain that “limitations in computing power,” “limitations in scientific understanding or the
availability of detailed observations of some physical processes,” and “models that “display a substantial range of global temperature change” do not
dismiss the fact that, despite the uncertainties, “models are unanimous in
their prediction of substantial climate warming under greenhouse gas increases, and the warming is of a magnitude consistent with independent
estimates derived from other sources” (IPCC Contribution of Working Group
I 8.1).
In particular, the report contains several sections that outline IPCC methodology, including a system by which they value and rank the virtual evidence that they use to mount their analysis. The report from the Working
Group III on mitigating climate change, for example, includes an entire section (2.3) that describes how its model factored in uncertainty in order to
produce findings in such a way that minimizes bias and overemphasis on
uncertain or unclear information. The group determined the level of agreement on any given finding factored into the IPCC models. Findings with low
levels of agreement and limited amounts of evidence were weighed less
heavily than those findings with high agreement and lots of evidence. The
IPCC describes how likelihood and levels of confidence are deemed high
only where there is “ high agreement and much evidence, such as converging
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results from a number of controlled field experiments” (IPCC Contribution
of Working Group III 2.3.1).
Rating scales such as the one used by the IPCC are often used in evidence-based scientific syntheses. For example, in medical science where
studies and findings proliferate, organizations such as the Agency for Healthcare Research (AHRQ) and Quality in the U.S. and the Cochrane Collaboration in the United Kingdom prepare systematic reviews and meta-analyses of
randomized controlled trials and other studies on the effectiveness and safety
of drugs. Each of these agencies produces executive summaries and other
products for clinicians, consumers, and policy makers based on the findings
from hundreds of research studies on particular medications, treatments and
interventions for particular medical conditions. In both cases, the organizations do not treat all evidence as equal. In the hierarchy of evidence-based
medicine, for example, findings from large randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) weigh more and matter more than findings from interview or focus
group studies because the sample size and methodology of RCTs yield more
generalizable findings (Owens et al.; Cochrane Collaboration). Therefore,
AHRQ and Cochrane devised strength of evidence scales from low to high
with regards to the findings that they synthesize from multiple sources. In
turn, strength of evidence scales and other quality assessment systems help
signal to the scientific community the strength or certainty of the claims
made. They help the medical community estimate the strength of the findings. The IPCC uses their evidence scale in ways that, per rhetorical convention, are meant to address counterargument. These counterargument strategies, in turn, usually build credibility for the argument. They also follow a
common virtue of scientific rhetoric—namely, they provide sufficient methodological details to afford others the ability to replicate and validate the
findings.
On the contrary, climate skeptics turn these counterargument strategies
against the IPCC to discredit their findings. They contend that any level of
uncertainty renders void the findings of the IPCC report altogether; in essence, they exploit the traditional courtesies extended in scientific reports of
acknowledging limitations of methods to challenge the validity of arguments
affirming global warming. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the report
from the Global Warming Petition Project, an initiative lead by over 31,000
scientists—over 9,000 of whom with PhDs, per the website’s home page—
who signed a petition refuting global warming and the IPCC findings. The
group published a synthesis review, which is, to date, one of the most comprehensive syntheses of evidence refuting global warming.
The report, entitled “Environmental Effects of Increased Atmospheric
Carbon Dioxide” essentially sets out to discredit affirmative evidence in the
IPCC report. In this synthesis review, the argument contesting global warming differs significantly from the IPCC report. First, their review of counter-
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evidence lacks a clear statement of methods. We, the readers, are given no
indication of how the researchers accounted for uncertainties in their own
estimation of the data. We are also not told the extent to which certainty was
reached by consensus or the strength or weakness of the counter-evidence
presented, nor are we told how evidence was weighed to reach the conclusions that the review draws. The report only indicates that the team who
completed this review also completed a prior review: “When we reviewed
this subject in 1998 (1.2), existing satellite records were short and were
centered on a period of changing intermediate temperature trends” (Soon et
al. 1). Unlike the IPCC report which shares many details of its methods in
attempts to make its methodology transparent and verifiable or falsifiable,
the “Environmental Effects” report does not describe the methods it uses to
synthesize data and reach its conclusions. Second, also unlike the IPCC
report, the “Environmental Effects” review does not incorporate several,
layered rhetorical strategies in order to make different points or accommodate different stages of decision making or different degrees of certainty. To
challenge some of the claims of the IPCC, it primarily (if not exclusively)
uses refutation by offering up counter-evidence and decrying weak evidence.
For example, the “Environmental Effects” report calls attention to the fact
that the phenomena underpinning the greenhouse effect are “poorly understood” (Soon et al. 2). It presents figures derived from a few counter-studies
to show how “the change is slight” in surface temperatures in the United
States (Soon et al. 3). It reports how one study shows that “surface temperatures and world hydrocarbon use are not correlated” (Soon et al. 3). The title
for one of its figures argues that “There Has Been No Increase in Number of
Atlantic Hurricanes That Make Landfall” (Soon et al. 3). It also prioritizes
experimental data, using it to refute simulation data pointing to climate increase: “Does a catastrophic amplification . . . lie ahead? There are no experimental data that suggest this. There is also no experimentally validated theoretical evidence of such an amplification” (Soon et al. 3). In doing so, the
report privileges laboratory and experimental evidence and findings without
acknowledging that (1) the IPCC report bases its claims upon syntheses of
several pieces of experimental data and (2) experimental data are not without
degrees of contrivance and uncertainty, particularly when extrapolating findings from an experiment to the world, at large—a world without controls and
with several confounders and interrelated variables at play. One representative excerpt from the report epitomizes its objective—namely, to show noncausality: “Correlation does not prove causality, but non-correlation proves
non-causality” (Soon et al. 5). In essence, the report offers up as many
studies as possible refuting increases in atmospheric and surface temperatures and the impact of carbon dioxide.
Ironically, the “Environmental Effects” report uses projected estimates
and ad hoc reasoning itself to advocate for nuclear energy, which could be
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construed as politically motivated or leaning toward special interests invested
in nuclear technology. It uses if-then logic to make claims about a projected,
future efficiency of nuclear power that is not currently a reality: “If just one
station like Palo Verde were built in each of the 50 states . . . , these plants . . .
would produce 560 GWe of electricity” (Soon et al. 11). Also ironically, it
relies on longitudinal data about the climate to make its refutations, then it
dismisses the reliability of similar longitudinal data used in IPCC climate
models. The report says that the models supporting climate change “have
substantial uncertainties and are markedly unreliable” which is unsurprising
because the climate “is very complex” (Soon et al. 7). In terms of argumentation, the IPCC uses several rhetorical strategies to make decisions that factor
in the complexity. In contrast, the “Environmental Effects” synthesis only
points out the complexity without explaining how their analysis accounts for
it, or how the complexity might render their own calculations incorrect or
unreliable. Overall, the report does not offer up as much evidence as the
IPCC report—123 citations compared to well over five times as many in the
IPCC sub-reports. The citations are also older than those in the IPCC report—about half of the citations in the “Environmental Effects” report were
from the 1990s compared with the overwhelming majority published in the
twenty-first century in the IPCC reference lists. The tradition in the production of scientific knowledge is that newer citations are more accurate insofar
as they build on older knowledge and revise, as necessary. Overall, the “Environmental Effects” report does not reveal its methodology, nor does it
consider or explain the strength of the evidence it offers up.
There is also a theoretical irony underpinning the difference between the
reports. Politically speaking, climate skeptics are the conservatives in the
debate. Their reservations about global warming science are shared by those
opposing policy makers who would use climate science to create and enforce
what they see as unnecessary regulations on industries to curb the production
of greenhouse gases. They frame their argument as such. Political optics pit
global warming scientists with progressives who advocate for new and green
energy sources. Progressives cite the climate trends reported in the IPCC
report to campaign for political action. However, from the perspective of the
rhetoric of science, the IPCC report is the more conservative report, insofar
as it abides by rhetorical conventions of the scientific community. It makes
concessions and provides the necessary methodological details to support the
validity, falsifiability, and replicability of their findings. In contrast, the “Environmental Effects” report deploys inconsistent rhetorical maneuvers. Insofar as the report asserts its claims without considering or revealing the degree
of certainty of the evidence it used or any other methods it used, it resembles
positivism, or assertion of claims without self-reflection. However, insofar as
its primarily modus operandi is to refute claims to the affirmative, it resembles deconstruction or drawing distinctions, dismantling affirmative defini-
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tions, and teasing out the contrary points, or différance, that underpins
claims. To this extent, climate skeptics use postmodern argumentation with
roots in relativism in order to assert conservative interests and refute climate
change.
As I mentioned in an earlier chapter, climate skeptics point to Climategate
as proof that global warming science is unfounded and untrue. In particular,
email exchanges between Climate Research Unit (CRU) team members that
describe how they derived their findings were accused of containing admissions of falsification and evidence suppression. Similarly, they accuse the
IPCC of doctoring the data to produce findings consistent with their political
agenda. The 2007 IPCC report faced intense criticism over claims made
regarding the melting of Arctic sea ice, the effect of melting ice sheets,
projections about the date of Himalayan glacier melt, and a claim about
African crop yield. Some felt that the report underestimated the threat of
some of these issues. However, climate skeptics felt that the IPCC report
overestimated the threat, and that it did not base its claim regarding crop
yield on peer-reviewed evidence. In response to the uproar regarding the
IPCC report, several scientists wrote an open letter reminding the public that
the IPCC report only included a “handful of mis-statements (out of hundreds
and hundreds of unchallenged statements)” and that none of those misstatements “undermines the conclusion that ‘warming of the climate system is
unequivocal’” (Piltz). Overall, the IPCC methodology offers a subtle argument that admits weaknesses and attempts to account for them in how it
factors in data into its climate simulations. Ironically, the counterarguments
lobbed against them fail to report—and possibly fail to use—the same methodological rigor and care.
If we consider these controversies in light of the arguments and rhetorical
strategies necessary for creating virtual evidence, they lose some of their fire.
First, consider the CRU e-mails in light of the rhetorical deliberative process
that simulations necessitate—namely, the deliberative process that prior
chapters in this book outline. In this new light, the Climate Research Unit
made no malicious deletions or revisions, but rather, it made rhetorical calculations to justify algorithmic ones. For example, one of the e-mails between
Climate Research Unit scientists admitted that for one sub-routine of several
investigating energy flows in short-term climate variability: “The fact is that
we can’t account for the lack of warming at the moment and it is a travesty
that we can’t” (Romm). However, popular media misreported this detail as
an overall statement regarding global warming in general. That the team
could not account for this phenomena represented by one sub-routine does
not subtract from the weight of evidence where they could account for the
presence of warming, nor does it diminish the overall impact of the virtual
evidence—namely, that the simulations produced findings with the potency
and virtue of actual climate change that is taking place. Furthermore, the
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IPCC report itself admits that the model includes and accounts for uncertainties. That reporters uncovered this admission should have come as no surprise to skeptics or to the media, because the IPCC report itself admits as
much. In another email, the Climate Research Unit team described the ad hoc
reasoning that it used to account for a well-known problem in climate science
called the tree ring divergence problem (i.e., the disagreement that exists
between temperatures measured by thermometers and temperatures measured via interpreting the formation of tree rings) as a “trick” to “hide the
decline” in temperatures. Again, in this case, the team described the results of
their ad hoc decision making in the context of handling uncertainties of one
sub-routine in their simulations, not about the sum total of their simulations’
findings. However, the skeptics and the media took the quote out of context,
most likely out of a misunderstanding of the legitimate decision making and
rhetorical machinations that all simulations require. Recall from prior chapters that Winsberg, Iverson, Mezzacappa, and Z. Jane Wang used similar
terminology—tricks, ad hoc, ingenuity, and so forth—to describe the extralinguistic and creative decision making that went into setting parameters and
initial conditions of simulations. Using such terminology is not uncommon
or nefarious in simulation science; rather, it is a common means by which
teams of simulation researchers indicate among themselves where strategies
of rhetoric and argument helped the team construct virtual evidence.
These rhetorical machinations do not invalidate the virtue or potency of
simulations to explain the world and its phenomena; on the contrary, the
most effective simulations acknowledge and account for the uncertainty and
gaps, and they construct compelling arguments that help bring phenomenon
before our eyes and to our senses. The same accusations of imprecision,
obfuscation, cherry-picking could be made of the “Environmental Effects”
report because the authors who wrote it made their methods opaque, rather
than revealing them as is the courtesy and rule of argument of scientific
rhetoric. Comparing the “Environmental Effects” and IPCC reports, we see
that the former report failed to consider copious citations (over 5 to 1) and
rate the strength of the evidence they offered and the claims that they made.
It is clear from this case that postmodern science is very self-conscious
about the fact that its findings may not be the teleological truth. And this new
era of scientific rhetoric requires scientists and simulation scientists to be
more forthcoming about their methods and the strength and weakness of their
evidence and claims. The “Environmental Effects” report is more rhetorically simplistic. It does not build a strong, affirmative case of an argument
against climate change, but rather uses primarily one rhetorical figure—
namely, negatio—to challenge the case for climate change. On the other
hand the IPCC report enlists a range of rhetorical devices, including concession and evaluation of the strength of evidence. Nonetheless, while the complexity of the IPCC report is a successful rhetorical strategy for high-infor-
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mation audiences such as peer scientists and global policy makers, that same
complexity may confound the general public and, thereby, provide further
ammunition to the opposition, who points to the complexity of the argument
as a sign of weakness and a reason for doubting its validity.
Others who have written on this topic focus on the contentiousness of the
debate, the failings of media coverage, and ways for climate scientists to
improve how they present virtual findings. Regarding the debate, Andrew
Hoffman’s study of the rhetoric surrounding the climate change debate describes how the opposite sides take stances across a logical schism wherein
they share no grounds or assumptions and, therefore, seem to debate different
issues altogether. Leah Ceccarelli argues that the debate is a “manufactured”
scientific controversy insofar as climate skeptics deploy rhetorical traps such
as overstating to the public the uncertainty of scientific facts, and misusing
appeals to centrism, open-mindedness and fairness in order to undermine the
large scientific consensus on the matter (“Manufactured”). Regarding the
media coverage, research suggests that journalism’s compulsion for localizing global stories, dramatizing stories by using apocalyptic narrative, and
providing a compelling story or “hook” has led to misrepresentations and
misreporting of climate science and climate change findings to the general
public (Hulme; Spoel et al.; Wilson). Susanne Moser describes how the
parameters of climate change—the fact that neither the causes nor its most
dire implications are immediately visible or manifest, the delayed gratification (if not outright pain and financial impact) of taking action, the associate
degrees of complexity and uncertainty, and so forth—complicate communicating findings to the general public. Finally, other scholars have criticized
climate scientists themselves for missteps made as public scholars. Critics
point to value-laden word choice used to describe their findings to policy
makers and unwise and ineffective responses to their opposition (Walsh,
“Visual Strategies”; Ceccarelli, “Manufactured”). In particular, Lynda Walsh
questions the uncertainty underpinning the IPCC’s use of confidence intervals and projections to create further projections, and she criticizes the reports’ use of language and visuals reporting their findings that seem to
prophesy doom and beg an emotional reaction and moral obligations to act
(Walsh, Scientists).
Understanding simulations as articulated in this book can help address
many of these issues. First, the schisms that separate the sides of this debate
are manifest, in part, because they are using different rhetorical strategies.
Negating global warming is the primary mode of operation of climate skeptics who wrote and undersigned the synthesis review; consensus building and
acknowledging uncertainty, the overarching methodology of the IPCC report. The IPCC reports acknowledge uncertainty; the opposition, on the other
hand, wants more admissions of uncertainty, without acknowledging its own
methodological weakness. So, the sides actually share the assumption that
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simulation science includes degrees of uncertainty; however, only one side
discloses its methodology and holds it up for inspection. This book also
demonstrates how audiences are complicit in transforming what simulation
scientists report in public about events versus what we should do about those
virtual findings. For example, remember how, in earlier chapters, the SAS
team reported the same findings to different media outlets and public forums,
and how they responded to the interests of their audience. They did so not to
change the simulated facts or virtual evidence, but rather to explain their
potential implications or application. Walsh and Ceccarelli, then, make an
excellent point that public scientists must take care to explain their methods
in plain language and choose words and graphic design carefully. However,
the strain of climate skepticisms that would dismiss simulation science for
incorporating degrees of uncertainty does both sides of the debate in particular, and science in general, a disservice. To attack simulation science for
uncertainty means that we can and should equally scrutinize the uncertainty
of evidence used to sustain skepticism. Furthermore, to attack simulation
science for uncertainty discounts the usefulness and virtue of uncertain science.
It is true that politics can impact how findings are presented to the public.
As we saw in the case of the SAS project as it trickled through the scientific
community to the general public, the TSI team reported the SAS project in
such a way that aligned with the interests of the general audience with whom
they shared the findings. Walsh argues that, in reporting genres aimed at
public distribution (such as executive summaries and condensed reports for
policy makers), climate scientists have used a style of reporting (i.e., word
choice, color choice) that borders on recommending to audiences what they
should do rather than reporting what they found (“Before Climategate”).
Issues of uncertainty do warrant examining the role of the public scientists—
that is, the part that they play in helping set public policy. Also, great care
should be taken not to understate or overstate the implications of scientific
findings, no matter the interests of the audience. However, the energeia or
virtual potency of scientific evidence balances the uncertainty, insofar as it
provides sufficient information for action despite the tentative, uncertain or
incomplete nature of scientific findings. Sometimes scientific, virtual evidence tells a story so compelling that it warrants and justifies action despite
uncertainty.
That some climate scientists should have used more careful language or
design techniques to convey the message does not diminish the virtue or
potency of their findings. Furthermore, unpopular messages may open up
climate skeptics to political attacks, derision, and criticism, but the imprecision of some skeptics’ syntheses of findings, oversimplicity of their argument, and resistance to reporting methods with clarity or accounting for the
uncertainty of their own argument strips their argument of relational meaning
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and energeia. The counterarguments against climate change evidence have
already been factored into climate simulation synthesis. The findings emerge
in spite of those issues, not ignorant of them. Furthermore, social realities
contribute to the meaning of scientific findings and virtual evidence, but they
do not disqualify them. Controversies surrounding overstatements should
convict climate scientists to take more care when presenting their findings
for public consumption. However, indelicacies of presentation should not
diminish the usefulness, virtue, or potency of climate change findings. Public
reports must avoid perpetuating the misconception that uncertain science and
virtual evidence is invalid, suspicious, or unuseful. Contemporary scientists—the authors of the IPCC reports and the synthesis rebutting the report
alike—share similar pressures regarding research funding and public accountability. Those realities, however, do not render virtual findings null and
void.
SIMULATIONS IN HURRICANE PLANNING
Awareness of the rhetorical nature of computer simulations can also help us
understand some of the trouble and lack of preparation that plagued the
response to Hurricane Katrina. During the Congressional investigation into
what went wrong, the inquiry revealed that emergency agencies had conducted preparation exercises for a Category 3 hurricane before Hurricane
Katrina took place. Prior to Hurricane Katrina, researchers from Louisiana
State University’s Hurricane Center had to design “worst case scenario”
simulations predicting what might happen if a Category 3 hurricane landed in
New Orleans (U.S. House of Representatives). In July 2004, over a year
before Hurricane Katrina ravaged the Gulf Coast, FEMA hired private
contractors to conduct preparation exercises in New Orleans to ready FEMA
for the event of a large-scale hurricane. Strategic workshops and drills were
based on a computer simulation of a slow-moving, Category 3 storm named
Hurricane Pam and the catastrophic conditions that would result. To their
credit the simulations forecasted several aspects of the devastation with
alarming and eerie accuracy, including details regarding death toll and damage to property. The team of emergency management consultants who helped
design the exercises also claimed that they wanted to create a realistic exercise (U.S. Senate). Unfortunately, plans for the anticipated rescue, aid or
evacuation fell short. Although highest levels of government officials knew
about the simulations and the Pam exercises, neither the virtual evidence nor
the planning it inspired facilitated rescue efforts (U.S. Senate 27).
Surely external factors such as politics and timing played a part in the
failure to implement the lessons learned from the Hurricane Pam exercises.
Congressional documents and other reports of the rescue planning and imple-
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mentation detail how, when FEMA was moved under the umbrella of Homeland Security, it lost much of the funding and budget it used to respond to
large-scale disasters (U.S. Senate; CREW; U.S. House of Representatives).
Furthermore, it was reported that the proximity of events—Hurricane Pam
exercises completed in July 2004 and Hurricane Katrina hit land in August
2005, thirteen months later—did not afford Gulf Coast agencies and responders to fully complete, implement, and operationalize the planning that the
Pam exercises made everyone aware needed to take place (U.S. Senate, U.S.
House of Representatives). However, how agencies and responsible parties
interpreted the simulated hurricane also played a part. Some felt it only
produced a bridging document for future fleshing out and implementation
(U.S. Senate 50). Others felt that it was the final plan (U.S. House of Representatives 83). Also, climate scientists involved in creating the simulation
were met with some disbelief and false sense of security on the part of the
Army Corp of Engineers. They scoffed at the prospect of a levy breach,
despite the warning of scientists and other engineers who said it was an
inevitability (van Heerden and Bryan; McMaster, Standring, and Stubberfield).
If the point of the Pam exercises was to create a realistic picture of what
might happen and how to respond, then it is important to examine the visuals
from the exercises, because they were literally meant to help flesh out the
picture of pending devastation and response. The visuals produced from the
exercise send mixed messages. While the simulation itself paints a realistic
picture of the damage from a high-category hurricane, the visuals depicting
the response to the simulation were not as realistic. Some of the visuals suffer
from a lack of detail and urgency in their interpretation of the virtual evidence. Remember that the Pam exercises used virtual evidence from computer simulations that predicted the damage. The computer simulations themselves merely told what would be. The planning visuals, in turn, were designed to suggest what course of action should follow. In terms of Lynda
Wash’s “is/ought” divide—or the tension between what scientific findings
reveal and what we should do about it—it was the explicit and unambiguous
aim of the planning visuals to map out what ought to happen in terms of
rescue, recovery and relief (Walsh “Before Climategate”). Walsh describes
scientific data displays that border on making recommendations. In this case,
however, we have unclear and ineffective visuals that were supposed to make
clear and accurate recommendations when responders needed them most.
To its credit, several elements of the workshop documents lent credibility
to the event and attempted to make a compelling case to the workshop
participants and planners that their preparations would suffice. For example,
the sheer number of documents gave the appearance of thorough planning.
Emergency response on the Gulf Coast had to incorporate several stakeholders, including state, local, and federal agencies, and it had to account for
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several moving parts in the machinery of programs and agencies responsible
for emergency response. The amount of planning and explaining necessary
warranted the copious number of pages. However, the numerous worksheets,
workbooks, and other documents give the impression of thoroughness and
attention to detail. Some features of the workbook information graphics reinforce a perception of certitude. They reinforce the perception that the coordinating organizations had the strategic plan to control unforeseen adverse
events, should they occur. Some of the visuals in the documents used to
communicate information also helped the documents make the case that the
preparations were sufficient. For example, blueprints for flow of supplies
through distribution points seem reasonable and standard for emergency
events. (See figure 6.1.)
Several of the visuals show the titles of participating representatives and
agencies, healthy numbers of volunteers, and other appeals to ethos and

Figure 6.1. Plan for Resource Distribution Points. Used by permission of the
United States Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs.
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logos. However, several other of the visuals oversimplify the plans. Despite
the wealth of workshop documentation and other semblances of preparation
and planning, former FEMA chief Michael Brown admitted after the disaster
that there was no plan for responding to the Katrina emergency (U.S. House
of Representatives). Furthermore, while the Pam simulation generated a realistic picture of the threat, the Pam exercises conducted in light of the
projections did not generate an equally realistic picture of all aspects of the
response, rescue or recovery plan. Great tension emerged between what the
simulation projected and what some of the conceptual models and flow
charts outlined would be the fall-out, and rescue and recovery plan. The
planning visuals take short-cuts and leave out details meant to outline the
response to the simulated hurricane. The visuals would have been effective if
they had matched the level of complexity and detail that the projections from
Hurricane Pam predicted. Some of the visual oversimplify the scope of the
response, which seems to suggest that the team did not suspend disbelief, or
in this case, did not fully believe the virtual evidence of the simulation.
Take, for example, the table, map, and conceptual model from workshop
binders prepared by Innovative Emergency Management Inc. (IEM), the
contractors who hosted the exercises. (See figure 6.2.) In a press release
about the events, they illustrate plans and highest water levels during the
simulated storm. Is the meaning of simulated visuals iconographic (i.e., by
resemblance) or indexical (i.e., by relationship)? Even when simulated visuals do not exact the real thing, they can still bear significant meaning. In this
case, the similarity between the simulation’s virtual evidence and what actually happened creates ethical tension. Visual rhetoric has a unique capacity to
persuade. Simulated animations are a hybrid between photography and illustrations—they have something of the realistic value—“aura” or authenticity
of photographs—without exact verisimilitude. However, this map fails to
capture the fine-grained surface details of the object—that is, damaged buildings, and landmarks, cars and other recognizable objects under water. The
map makes an impression because it superimposes simulated water levels
(indicated by the green-colored areas) onto an actual map of Louisiana. The
map does less of an effective job managing basics of visual design. For
example, it does not maximize color meaning insofar as it uses green rather
than blue to indicate flooding or red to denote hazardous damage.
This case broaches issues of visual ethics. If simulated visuals parallel
photographs, then do they have capacity for photographic truth? In some
cases, even when simulated visuals are not perfect replicas, they still manage
to convey a virtual truth sufficient to teach and inform audiences. In the case
of Hurricane Pam’s maps and illustrations, major design elements did not
paint a humane, complex, or realistic enough picture to help prepare workshop attendees. In what way should we expect verisimilitude, veracity, or
virtue from simulation visuals? Sam Dragga has argued that technical visuals
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Figure 6.2. Map of Water Levels Raised by Hurricane Pam. Used by permission
of the U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security & Governmental Affairs.

breach ethical standards when they fail to account for the human factor
behind technical information. “We must recognize the equal obligation of the
visual component to support and to promote a humanized and humanizing
understanding of technical subjects. In brief, ethical visuals must be has
humanistic as ethical worlds” (Dragga and Voss 2001, 266). For example,
this map gives us computer-precise estimates of water levels at their highest
point during a Category-3 storm. This map does not, however, include population estimates at key areas of worst damage, such as Lakeview, Gentilly,
and East New Orleans. Including these elements could have superimposed
implications for human life and culture onto the landscape of the natural
disaster. Action plans gave general directives about managing the aftermath;
however, the visuals left unaddressed many detailed specifics for addressing
the magnitude of the catastrophe (U.S. House of Representatives). For example, a conceptual model of the evacuation does not factor in traffic, natural
obstructions, or barricades in the relief, rescue, and evacuation routes.
This case introduces some of the rhetorical and ethical dimensions that
underpin the graphics and visuals designed to illustrate results from a com-
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Figure 6.3. Conceptual Model of Evacuation from Hurricane Pam. Used by permission of the United States Senate Committee on Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs.

puter simulation. It raises questions pertaining to the nature and ethics of the
simulated illustration, first by engaging simulated visuals in terms of visual
rhetoric, or their capacity to persuade. Computer simulations are meant to
stand-in for the real thing. Simulated visuals represent virtual events in much
the same way that photographs represent actual events. However, since simulated visuals represent predictions, they vary in the extent to which they
capture all of the fine-grained surface details of the source—the more accurate the simulation, the more the simulated visual can have the realistic value
of photographs (or what Walter Benjamin calls “aura” or authenticity). Unfortunately, in the case of visuals from Hurricane Pam, some of the visual
design decisions further removed the representations from the potential tragedy.
Political and cultural events probably also contribute to heightened skepticism. The war in Iraq was underway. We know now that government officials mislead the public about weapons of mass destruction, and they inflated
the risk and reports of chemical and biological weapons. The confluence of
events might suggest a cultural and social ambivalence about facts. In the
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case of the Pam exercises, the simulated facts—that predicted the havoc of
Katrina with some degree of accuracy—faced resistance from factions who
were not convinced enough to prompt sufficient action. However, the overstatements and myths told about Iraq and the threat of Saddam Hussein were
persuasive enough for the country to march to war. The visuals used to make
the case for war illustrate the transference. On one hand, we see very detailed
simulated facts transferred into oversimplified visuals that underplay or disregard those virtual facts. On the other hand, the grainy satellite images of
huge bunkers in Baghdad and other circumstantial exhibits brought to the
United Nations without sufficient context helped usher in a war that lasts
several years and costs billions upon billions of dollars. Therefore, political
priorities and regimes to truth can vest unmeritorious evidence with unwarranted credibility or cast doubt over the merits of ad hoc reasoning and
virtual evidence.
Other studies on the gap between Pam exercises and the Katrina response
point to the lack of funding for implementing recommendations post-Pam
exercises and the underutilization of the plans and information from Pam in
pre-landfall preparations (Congleton; Morris; Gheytanchi et al.; de Marchi;
S. Williams). John Morris explains how terrorism-related exercises took
precedence and delayed Pam exercises for almost three years and how
FEMA had run other hurricane disaster preparation exercises prior to Pam
(290). Roger Congleton posits that short term limits for local politicians
facilitated turning a blind eye to the possibility that such a disaster could
happen on their watch. He and Thomas Schmidlin also describe how Pam
predictions led to overestimations of early casualties (Congleton 20; Schmidlin 755). Cole and Fellows consider the Pam exercises as due diligence
insofar as they served as crisis or care communication by informing stakeholders about the potential risks (216). Boin and McConnell also fault
“psychological pathologies” of “overvaluation, overconfidence, insensitivity” on the part of state and local authorities, “bureaucratic complexities” in
executing rescue efforts, and shifted federal priorities from natural disasters
to terrorism (53).
I argue that the gap between virtual evidence and virtual planning exacerbated and underscored these problems. The Pam exercises were based on
sophisticated simulation calculations of what might happen if a Category 3
hurricane hit the Gulf Coast. The visuals of the plan, however, failed to make
as sophisticated an argument about rescue and recovery efforts. The workshop’s design treated as a given or a constant for the response teams who
participated in the training—that the simulation’s calculation would be correct. However, Congressional testimony and interviews with scientists who
generated the Pam simulation revealed that the emergency responders who
participated in the workshop brought from their own organizational cultures
and constraints that influenced how they perceived the simulated hurricane.
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National politics also played a part in the praise and blame divvied out
regarding the workshops. The federal government cut budgets that could
have aided relief efforts. Organizational territorialism also played a role.
Stakeholders from different agencies recycled standard procedures to address
the simulation rather than adjusting their response to the new, simulated facts
laid out before them at the workshop.
The Hurricane Pam visuals did not help communicate the event’s scope to
the fullest extent. Simulated visuals are hypothetical or subjunctive (i.e.,
indicative of what could be or might be). Similarly, ethics engage modal
possibilities (i.e., what one should do). If we cannot say that subjunctive
evidence is enough with which to make final decisions, then we can expect
the evidence to broaden our assumptions and expectations about modal possibilities. Visuals are inherently memorable and effective for conveying
meaning. Therefore, we must hold simulated visuals to high rhetorical and
ethical standards, since they possess the virtue (the worth and workings)—if
not the exactness—of what they represent.
DISCUSSION
Both cases demonstrate a reluctance and almost disbelief on the part of
general public regarding the actionable nature of simulated facts. I believe
this stems, in part, from a misunderstanding about the complexities of arguments underpinning computer simulations. The pendulum is swinging wildly
between the extremes of constructivism and absolutism. To say that scientific
simulations, for example, do not represent reality is not to say that they
cannot replicate the virtue and practical implications of what is real, nor is it
to say that all simulations are equally useful, explanatory or thorough. That
several people have an argument and can make a point does not make all
arguments equally valid, useful, or virtuous. Some arguments are better than
others—more subtle, thoughtful, self-reflexive. This is as true for simulations
as it is for expository argumentation. As Deborah Tannen argues, not all
sides of an argument are created equal. Deconstruction and postmodernism
have shaped how we understand arguments in general, and scientific arguments in specific. To call a simulation an argument is not to say that it,
therefore, can never be representative. Something virtual is not untrue; on the
contrary, consequences of virtual evidence can have the same potency and
virtue as the actual evidence from the event. The virtual nature of simulations
does not mean that simulated evidence has no potential. On the contrary,
when simulations are done well—when they are thoughtful, self-reflexive
and sophisticated—they can have the virtue of the real thing without having
to be the real thing.
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Both cases—Hurricane Pam and climate simulations—also speak volumes about the nature of uncertainty in science and how the public manages
such uncertainty. That climate change skeptics and government officials distrusted the reliability of simulations predicting the reality of global warming
or hurricane disaster projections is an extension of new debates over the
handling of uncertainty in science. William Byers argues that impossible
aims of science and math such as defining randomness or capturing the
complexities of the natural world are important because they lead to useful
scientific and technological advances, despite the fact that there “remains an
inevitable gap between the definition and what is being defined” (7). Uncertainties, “incompleteness,” “ambiguities,” and other aspects of the development of science in the last century are the product of the advancement of
rationality “filling in” the holes between what is, what we observe, and what
we report about it (Byers 16). These gaps and holes, in turn, require scientists
to deploy creativity in answering research questions and advancing scientific
knowledge.
The tentative nature of scientific facts is essential to Thomas Kuhn’s
notion of scientific revolutions where huge schisms erupt and challenge the
traditional paradigm, rather than advance in cohesive progression from one
scientific era to another. I would add that paradigm-changing ideas persist or
stand as a legitimate challenge to the tradition only when they achieve a
degree of energeia, or potency in the middle of the action of a scientific
debate. I further argue that messages increase energeia in the same way as
did the SAS project—namely, when they do a good job of tending to audience reception and their particular and implicit uncertainties. Simulations are
not an exception to the rule. In fact, they are textbook cases of science
instantiating and handling uncertainty. At their very core, computer simulations require scientists to account for uncertainty, make decisions in the
midst of it, and attend to disagreement, counterargument, and rebuttal with
detail and care. In the case of the SAS project, the team factored counterarguments in early. They made presentations, thereby exposing their project early
to audiences and their concerns, which, in turn, the SAS team internalized
and redressed during composition process. In science, there have always
been degrees of uncertainty, even within established science. The scientific
enterprise has always been oriented toward finding facts and certainty rather
than knowing it completely. Uncertainty is the reason why building consensus in science is important. When the majority of the scientific community is
more certain than not, it presents the findings to the public. Facts sustain or
persist only insofar as they have energeia, or potency in the middle of action
or as they approach representing reality, rather than when they have completely represented it.
All scientific findings have degrees of uncertainty; but uncertainty is not
sufficient grounds for inaction. For example, there are always degrees of
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uncertainty implicit in applied science. In medical science, when a randomized controlled trial finds that a treatment works for most people with a
reasonably high confidence interval, the drug is approved for particular use.
A statistically significant number of participants are involved in these trials,
but it is impossible to know for sure whether all patients will see the same
benefits. It’s also impossible to know for sure whether the trials bore out all
of the possible hazards or risks. Does uncertainty in such cases warrant not
approving the drug? Not taking the drug? For some individual patients, one
single risk would be too many to try the medication. However, when the
evidence from several such trials is synthesized vis-à-vis a systematic review, and the findings more often than not point to more benefits than harms,
most would agree that it would be irresponsible not to offer the medication,
in spite of the risks, particularly if the benefits include decreased pain and
increased quality of life. In several cases of uncertainty in medical science
and public health, delayed response due to counterarguments based on one
rhetorical devise—negatio—led to unnecessary illnesses and deaths (Michaels and Monforton). The question becomes what is an acceptable level of
certainty to do something about the findings. What level of certainty warrants
action? To answer the question, we should hope for arguments that expose
their methods and account for complexity, strengths and weaknesses—simulations that build into their methods as many twists and turns of decision
making and debate as the topic warrants—rather than the arguments that
resist introspection and self-criticism.
Simulation science produces virtual, abductive evidence that factors
counterargument into its reasoning. As is the case with all scientific discovery, it always involves a degree of uncertainty and, as is the case with theoretical (prospective or retrospective) science, it is speculative to a degree.
What matters is whether scientists handle the speculation with a modicum of
responsibility and integrity, and which of their stories accounts for several
hypothetical scenarios and degrees of uncertainty. We must expect simulation science to account for the degrees of uncertainty in its own deliberations.
We should expect simulation science to weigh counterarguments and
strength of evidence, or lack thereof, into its analysis. It is unrealistic to
expect complete certainty or the ultimate end (telos or completion) of questioning. Rather, simulations should set forth a persuasive argument that takes
uncertainty and other perspectives into consideration and builds consensus.
To accuse simulation science of degrees of uncertainty diminishes most of
science for the same. To accuse simulation science of uncertainty also obscures the fact that skepticism proceeds from as uncertain grounds, if not
more so. And uncertainty is no excuse for inaction. The best simulation
science takes into account its own degrees of certainty and strength of evidence. Simply negating and disparaging simulations for not reporting phenomena with total, irrefutable accuracy holds simulated evidence to a higher
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standard than most of science, science that has led to helpful and significant
advances in public health and general welfare. We should expect of synthesis
and simulation science more than attacking a few weak points in the paradigm, particularly when the sum total of the corpus of the evidence confirms
the overall argument that simulations make.
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